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THE CABINET COMMITTEE REPORT TO THE PRESIDENT ON CABLE COMMUNICATIONS

Leland L. Johnson
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Opportunities created by the growth of cable television demand a co-

herent national policy, not the patchwork of rules and regulations that

threaten the industry in its formative stages. In response, the U. S.

Government has recently released a report dealing with a wide range of

policy questions about the future of cable. This report, prepared by a

seven-member committee chaired by Clay T. Whitehead, Director of the

Office of Telecommunications Policy, recommends that:

o control of cable distribution facilities be separated from

control of programming and other services provided over

cable systems

o no restrictions be placed on cross-media ownership or multi-

ple ownership of cable systems

o telephone companies not be permitted to control or operate

cable systems within their own service areas

o consumers have the opportunity to purchase new television

programming and other information services over cable without

being impeded by government-established barriers

o programming and other services not be subject to government

regulation of content or prices

o incentives to create programming for cable be fostered by

full applicability of copyright laws to channel users

o strong legal and technical safeguards be erected to protect

individual privacy in cable communications

o cable services be assured for the poor and for residents of

rural areas

o participation by minority racial and ethnic groups in cable

ownership, operation, and programming be facilitated.

This paper was prepared for InterMedia (International Broadcast
Institute, London). The author gratefully acknowledges the support of
the John and Mary R. Markle Foundation to Rand's Communications Policy
Program in the preparation of this paper; and thanks Walter S. Baer for
his comments on an earlier draft.
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Other recommendations deal with ownership and control of cable net-

work operations and with the institutional and jurisdictional framework

for cable regulation, including the appropriate responsibilities of city

and state governments. The Committee Report also outlines a suggested

demonstration project designed to test the technical and economic

feasibility of potentially attractive new services on cable.

Together, these recommendations are aimed at (a) modifying govern-

ment regulation of the cable industry so that its growth is more

determined by free market forces, and (b) enhancing public access to

cable channels, thereby encouraging freedom of expression.

In seeking to make useful and practical recommendations, the

Committee faced conflicting pressures. On the one hand, it felt

strongly that the future of cable should be determined by market-

place forces rather than a panoply of government regulations, restrictions,

and subsidies. On the other hand, to gain credibility and acceptance

for its recommendations, the Committee felt the need to gain the support

of major groups within the industry (such as over-the-air broadcasters,

cable operators, and program producers). Thus the Report is a "compro-

mise" document which seeks to balance conflicting pressures in striving

for a broad consensus. It does treat major issues meriting public

discussion; it does identify possible solutions to further improve

the basis for informed public debate; but it also has weaknesses, stemming

largely from the pressures of compromise.

As a case in point, the Committee recognizes that adoption of

all of its recommendations simultaneously would have a disruptive

effect on the struggling and still relatively small cable industry.

(Although in the United States there are now about 8 million residential

cable subscribers, this comprises only about 12 percent of total house-

holds.) Therefore, the Committee proposes a "transition period" during

which some recommendations would take effect immediately, some on a

phased basis; others--some of the most important--would not take full

effect until after the transition period. A major question, then, is how

to define the end of the transition period. The Committee suggests

that the period be regarded as completed when cable serves 50 percent

of all potential subscribers; this may take many years or even decades.

While the principle of a transition period is sound, the problem of

definition remains.
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Cable Ownership and Control 

The single most important recommendation in the Report deals with

the separation of program content from cable ownership and operation;

the owners of cable distribution facilities would be required to offer

on a nondiscriminatory basis access to channels leased by outside program

suppliers. Under current rules of the Federal Communications Commission

a cable operator may himself use access channels to the extent that an

independent program distributor does not demand "first-come, nondiscriminatory

access." In practice, however, the cable operator could become a monopolist,

since access channels are more easily and cheaply available to him than

to others, thus deterring potential entry. Under the Cabinet Committee

scheme this potential barrier to access would be reduced by prohibiting

the cable operator himself (1) from originating programming on the many

access channels that may be available on large-capacity cable systems,

or (2) from having an ownership interest in those program suppliers

seeking access to his system.

However, the fact that the Report is a compromise document is

best illustrated by a statement buried in a long footnote asserting that

it would "not be inconsistent with the separations principle to allow

the system operator to have program control over one or two additional 

channels" Gemphasis added). This clause, obviously included to help

gain support from the cable industry, could give the cable operator a

good deal of power, depending on the geographical coverage of his system

and the financial resources he is willing to devote to programming

access channels.

This potential problem of residual monopoly power is troublesome

also in light of the Committee's recommendation that cross-ownership

of media not be restricted; that is, television broadcasting stations

and newspapers would not be prohibited from owning cable systems within

their market area. This recommendation makes sense if there is indeed

a full split between the owners of the distribution facilities and the

producers and suppliers of television programming. With this separation,

it makes little difference who owns the physical facilities. But to

the extent the separation is not complete, then restrictions against

cross-ownership must be considered more thoroughly than they have been

in the Report.
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The recommendation that telephone companies not be permitted to

own or control cable systems within their service areas may seem

inconsistent with the preceding recommendation which permits cross-

ownership. After all, if the separation between facilities and pro-

gramming content is complete, it could make no difference whether

newspapers, broadcasting stations, or telephone companies were to own

cable systems within their own service areas. Moreover, prohibiting

telephone companies from owning cable systems could retard the eventual

development of unified communications systems involving a mix of tele-

vision cables and other facilities, including conventional telephone

components, which could offer a wide range of television, voice, and

data services. The rationale for this recommendation, however, stems

from the Committee's desire to promote competition. If telephone companies

are permitted to own cable systems in common service areas, the Committee

fears that "widespread expansion by telephone companies into the cable

business could stifle development of competitive communications service."

Payment for Service 

Another major recommendation deals with so-called "pay cable," where

viewers pay extra (in addition to the ordinary monthly subscription fee

for "basic" cable service) for special channels or special programs not

otherwise available. For example, some cable operators today offer sub-

scribers (for an additional charge typically of $5 or so per month)

a group of movies that are newer than those shown on commercial advertiser-

supported broadcasting stations.

Bitter controversy has arisen in recent years about the extent to
which cable subscribers should have the option of enlarging their freedom

of choice by paying directly for programs that might not otherwise be

available, just as they are permitted to buy magazines, books, and

records. One argument is that pay cable will tend to "siphon" away

programming from advertiser-supported television; eventually the

viewer may have to pay an extra charge for the same programs he sees

free today. In response, the Federal Communications Commission has

established "anti-siphoning" rules that permit cable operators to offer

certain kinds of pay programming, but with restrictions to insure
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that siphoning from advertiser-supported television does not become

serious. (For example, current FCC rules specify that only movies less

than two years old may be shown on pay television, since only movies

older than that are typically shown on advertiser-supported broadcasting

stations.)

The Committee recommends that after the end of the transition

period anti-siphoning rules be eliminated except for certain kinds of

sports programming. But here again are elements of compromise: During

the transition period the Committee takes a much weaker stand. After

reviewing the FCC's current anti-siphoning rules, the Committee merely

states: "We do not endorse these particular rules, but we recommend

that the FCC have the authority to adopt reasonable anti-siphoning

provisions to the changing conditions in the broadcast, cable, and

programming industries, selectively lessening the restrictions of the

rules." How "reasonable" rules are defined or how they are to be

"selectively" lessened are questions left unanswered.

These recommendations regarding pay cable are curious also because

freedom from anti-siphoning rules is most needed today, in the early

stages of cable growth to permit the industry to expand and, indeed, to reach

the 50 percent level that would mark the end of the transition period.

But the Committee's recommendations are just the reverse--relatively

severe anti-siphoning rules in the early years and only after the

cable industry has reached maturity would they be eliminated.

Laws and Regulations 

Consistent with its goal of facilitating public access to cable

channels and promoting freedom of expression, the Committee recommends

that the rules commonly applied to television broadcasting not be applied

to programs originated on cable channels. In particular, the Fairness

Doctrine (under which broadcasting stations must present both sides of

important controversial issues) and the equal-time rule (under which

broadcasting stations must offer one political candidate an amount of

time equal to that purchased by an opposing political candidate) would

not be applied to cable channels, where presumably ease of access and

a diversity of voices could be assured as it is today in newspapers and
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other print media protected by the First Amendment to the U.S. Consti-

tution. Notably, this recommendation is to be put into effect immediately.

As the Committee observes, "it is essential from the outset that the use

of the cable medium for distributing programs must be free from

administrative regulation of content."

Today cable operators are not subject to copyright liability for

any of the programs originated on broadcasting stations and carried on

cable channels. (The cable operator is, of course, required to pay

copyright on programs that he originates, just as broadcasting stations

are required to pay copyright for any programs they originate.) Much

controversy has arisen about whether copyright should be paid by cable

operators on broadcast signals they carry and, if so, how much. Although

the Committee recommends that copyright payments be made by "full

applicability" of copyright laws, it fails to define clearly what is

meant by full applicability, and offers no criteria by which to judge

appropriate levels of payments. This is perhaps one of its weakest

recommendations. All major industry groups--program suppliers, broad-

cast station owners, and cable operators--have agreed in principle that

copyright payments should be made. The stumbling block is determination

of appropriate levels of payment. Here the Report offers little guidance.

The Committee aptly recognizes the problem of protecting individual

privacy in light of the many channels and the many new services that

eventually could be offered by cable. Although providing no firm and

clear-cut answers in this area of great uncertainty, the Committee is

nevertheless on firm ground in observing that "cable lends itself to

use of technical safeguards, such as scrambling codes and locked

channels. The FCC, in conjunction with other government agencies

should develop and implement technical standards and requirements

necessary to afford added protection of privacy in cable communications."

Extension of Service and Participation 

It would seem reasonable enough that cable services be assured

residents of rural areas and the poor in accordance with the Committee

recommendation. However, low-population-density rural areas are very

expensive to serve on a per-home basis, and questions arise about the
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extent to which subscribers in more densely populated areas should be

required to subsidize service to their rural neighbors. This situation

is troublesome because in many metropolitan areas low-income groups

live in high-density areas relatively inexpensive to cable, while

affluent families tend to live in the lower-density suburbs.

It is easy to agree that participation by minority, racial, and

ethnic groups should be facilitated. But the Committee does little

more than recommend to relevant government agencies that "special

attention" be devoted to assure ample employment opportunities for

minority group members and that "high priority" be given to such possi-

bilities as loan guarantees to encourage minority ownership and control

of cable facilities.

The Future Market 

It is important to note that the Report does not resolve

the many uncertainties that surround the future of cable television in

major U.S. cities. Cable has thus far flourished largely in mountainous

areas and in smaller cities where over-the-air service is limited or

reception poor. Vancouver and Montreal, Canada, have the largest cable

systems in the world, each with more than 100,000 subscribers. Their

growth has been rapid because signals from U.S. stations close to the

Canadian borders can be brought in to enlarge the range of programs

available to Canadian viewers. But in most U.S. cities, over-the-air

broadcast service is already good. In addition to three advertiser-

supported networks, in many areas there are one or more independent

commercial broadcasting stations, plus a public television station

supported largely by government and private foundation sources. With

this relatively rich menu of television programming, serious questions

arise about how many people will be willing to pay $5 or $6 a month for

cable service. Perhaps a market might exist if new services were added

on cable in the educational, medical, and other fields. But these

services are yet to be perfected. Here the Report is useful in out-

lining a demonstration project to test the possibilities. But nagging

questions remain of whether, under any set of government policies, there

will exist a strong market for cable systems in major metropolitan areas.
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Finally, we must note that the recommendations of the Committee

are not likely to be implemented in the near future. Some would re-

quire Congressional action, others changes in FCC rules, and in

general, a greater degree of political consensus than exists today.

Long delays arose in completion and release of the Report. Only two

of the seven Committee members remain in government, and the Report

has not yet been endorsed by the President.
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A fair bit has already been written about the broadcaster-
cabkcaster "compromise" of late 1971 which led to the final
issuance of cable television rules and regulations by the Federal
Communications Commission early in 1972. On the following
pages, Mr. Jassem explores events in the compromise and delini-
ates several key factors instrumental in the agreement being
reached. The author, who taught last year at Trenton State Col-
lege (New Jersey) is presently a teaching assistant while enrolled
in the doctoral program at the University of Wisconsin in Madi-
son.

AFTER many years of adversity, representatives of major
broadcasting, cable television, and program copyrighters'

trade organizations reached a settlement in 1971 which laid out
the regulatory status (and thus the growth possibilities) of cable
television in America. The agreement was formalized and imple-
mented in the form of the Federal Communications Commis-
sion's 'Third Report and Order," released in February 1972.`
An examination of the Third Report and Order reveals that, as
is the case with all compromises, the "demands" of the various
disputants had been partially met and partially rebuked. The
question that arises and that will be the focus of this discussion
is why, in November 1971, were the contending parties willing
to accept compromises that had previously been unacceptable?

Background

In order to understand and appreciate the 1971 cable tele-
vision compromise, a brief historical perspective of cable tele-
vision's regulation and its relations with the broadcast industry
is in order. In its earliest days, CATV (known then as Commun-
ity Antenna Television) served simply as a master antenna
system, bringing television signals to communities that were
CJOURNAL OF DROADCASTiNr.., 17.4 (FALL 1973)
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BY Larry Morris—The Washington Post

Tom Whitehead: "I watch children's television on Saturday mornings. It's some of the most innovative television there is."

Leisure

TV (Policy) Repairman
Trying to Eliminate the Static

By Judith Martin

The broadcasting industry
is used to getting static
from Federal Communica-
tions Commissioner Nicho-

las Johnson. It tries very

hard, though, to dismiss him

as one radical young gadfly
commissioner.
But what about the noise

coming from Clay Thomas
Whitehead? He Is is young
—33—and is also coming up
with ideas that challenge
broadcasting's status quo.
He is a systems analyst who
lII ks like the kind of up-
coming 

coIi 
nservative whom

any corporation executive
would be proud to introduce
in his club, and s hard to
pass him off as a maverick.

Especially since he also
has excellent establishment
credentials. He is Mr. 
on's first director of the Of-
fice of Telecommunications
Policy, which was estab-
lished in September, 1970,

when the administration de-
cided it wanted a direct
voice in the sensitive issues
of commercial and public
television.
Licensing, with its ques-

tions of merit and fairness,
comes from thecom-
mercial regulations are han-
dled by the Federal Trade
Commission and Sen. John
O. Pastore (D-R.L), with his
Senate Subcommittee on
Communications, •keeps an
uriblinking eye on every-
thing including the child
parked in a patch of blue-
grey light 'IIf the set.
And now there is Tom

Whitehead, who had no par-
ticular interest in television
until he received it as a
White House assignment,
and who doesn't expect to
make a career out of it. But
as a passionless observer of
needs and methods, trained
at the Rand Corporation
where they grind national
I- fense programs into little

pellets of logic, he is coming
up with pragmatic solutions
to problems which have
been around so long they
are as boring as old, sum-
mer re-runs.
He has a quiet voice, the

old utilitarian type eye-
glasses and works in a beige-
on-beige office where the
only ornaments, until he
finds time to hang pictures,
are two small, colorless ele-
phants on a side table.
But the speeches (and pro-

posals) written there in the
last six months have so thor-
oughly shaken up the indus-
try that broadcasters have
come to realize that as long
as Whitehead focuses his at-
tention on television, he is
going to be an important
factor in it.
For five years, broadcast-

ers and cable operators
were locked in a stalemate
over the importation of tele-

on signals into metropol-
itan areas. Whitehead
See WHITEHEAD, H9, Col. 1
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The President's TV (Policy) Repairman
WHITEHEAD, From 111

stepped in and satisfied

them both with a compro-
mise formula which will al-
low some importation of dis-
tant signals.

He stepped into the bitter-
est controversies about the
Fairness Doctrine and about
public teleon, and made
judgments that have galvan-
ized persons long mired in
discussion. As Whitehead is
fond' of saying when people
take in his conventional
good looks and polite man-
ners and mistake him. for
some kind of intellectual
White House social aide,
"I'm the one who's against
fairness and 'Sesame
Street.' "

His solution to
ess 

the Fai
n• Doctrine, with its con-
stant battles over how muc
free time has 0 be give
out in the interest of pres
enting opposite viewpoints
is to throw it out. Instead
he wants a "paid right of ac
cess," enforceable throug
the courts, with teleo
time available for sale t
anyone in much the same
way that newspaper adver
tisements are.

On public teleon, it
isn't 'Sesame Street' he's
after, but the kind of na-
tional, centralized program-,1

/filing it represents. White-
head believes that the man-
date of public television is
to be responsive to regional
anI community needs, and
accuses it of gg that up

to "play the ratings game"
with a fourth, "quality" net-
work 0 compete with the

\... commercial ones. v.........-

So far his office has no_....---
proposed any legislation to
implement the speeches.

providing something
for everYone to look
said. "People think there's a
law that there have to be
three television networks,
anI that God ordained that
there be 12 channels on a

h., television set."

However,not the tele:—
on medium which fasci-

nates Whitehead; it's the
working out of solutions to
complex problems which are
overlaid with the complica-
tions of bureaucracy. Televi-
sion is only, for the moment,,
his subject matter.

Even the interior decora-
tions of his office provided
that for a short time. White-
head's interest in furniture
seems fairly. negligible—he
says he prefers Colonial, al-
though somehow his bache-
lor apartment at Columbia
Plaza got to be full of I.
comfortable things" instead
—but he turned his mind to
examining the way GSA
planned to furnish his of-
fices.
"They wanted to do it

their way. Ugly. But I got
them to admit that what

"His solution to the Fairnes s Doctrine, with its constant

battles over how much free t ime has to be given out in the

interest of presenting opposite viewpoints, is to throw it out."

they were really concerned

about was money, and I

said, 'Tell us what it costs

your way, and we'll do it

cheaper.' We did, too. It
wasn't their way, but there
wasn't much they could
say."

Whitehead started out to
I- a scientist. Born in Neo-
desha, Kan., the son of a
fS reman-supervisor in a
chemical company, White-
head says his childhood am-

on was "to get out of
Kansas. I grew up there,
and I'd never seen anything
else."
To study science, he went

to the Massachusetts Insti-
tute of Technology, "shoot-
ing all my money on the
first year and gambling that
the second year I'd get a
scholarship." He did, but by
then his interests had
changed, and he majored in
systems engineering, going
on atto get sII 

in management.
When he went from there

to the Rand Corporation, his
areas were arms control de-
fense, and space. There he
was approached by the
Humphrey for PresiI-
• mpaign, and decided to

turn them down and to
apply instead to the Nixon

a WA.
His political philosophy

s, he says, "something fair-
y ridiculous, like having
iberal objectives but con-
ervative approaches in rea-
izing them." As in the mat-
r of the kites.

itehea as a c o ,
bird-like kite which can fly
as high as the Wasitta.g.ton
Monument, and he was put
out as anyone when Wash-
ington's old law against
kite-flying was enforced.
Some people chose to defy
the lakv, and were arrested.
Whitehead stopped flying
his kite, and started talking
to influential people about
getting the law changed. "I
was the guy who was keep-
ing everyone at .the White
House on their toes about
Government has a natural
tendency to defend the law,
whatever it is, and I had to
convince them. I think I'm
heavily responsible for get-
ting the law changed."

Kite-flying, going to a bal-
let, chamber concerts and
Blue Grass—which he
"didn't think was very swish
to like" when he was in
schII l—and the informal
gatherings at his Columbia
Plaza apartment are shared
with young government and
professional people, most of

whI_ •are nowhere near him

in rank. "We talk about

what ought 0 be done in
variI us departments. It's
frustrating."

And occasionally, he even
watches television. "I watch
children's television on Sat-
urday mornings. It's some of
the most innovative televi-
sion there is. Try watching
'Sesame Street' without the
sound—it's moving art."

"I wasn't strongly inter-
ested in communications,"
he says of the w en he
was a special sistant to
the President, in space,
atomic energy,aritime 

•
af-

fairs and budget g, before
s made a 11 ison to th

FCC. "It w sn a passion
But it's become a strong in-
terest."
A passion? "No, I'm not a

crusader. It's not any partic-
ular thin

m the antithesis of Nick
Johnson," he said of the
FCC commissioner. "Nick
has the luxury of being able
to sit on the side and ob-
serve what's bad, whether it
can be changed or not."

Johnson, who calls White-
head "a very bright
sees it as a matter of differ-
ent job functions. While he
says that Whitehead "scares
the holy bejesus out of the
inI ustry, because he comes
up with ideas, and they're
used to operating under a
roc he adds that "his

mandate is to carry out the
President's wishes for not
too much Goddamn public
conflict, and mine is not to
hold back my views. If we
were colleagues at Rand,
we'd probably end up with
e s
"For a long time," says

Whitehead," I had an inter-
est in management. How to
get things done •and what •do
you want to get done. I sup-
posethe technique—ev-
erything from economics to
psychology to how to plaUI
tI the bureaucracy. But I'm
interested in it as applied to
sI mething. If it were for its
own sake, I'd be off teach-
ing. 
"The land Corporation

was a nice halfway house be-
tween teaching and here."
But he decided he would
rather work on domestic
problems. "Domestic areas
are harder, as opposed to de-
fense. It's relatively easy to
figure out how to kill more
people, but it's hard to fig-
ure out how to keep people
frIm killing each other.
What is needed is peop

II
le

who are more active po
cally, or people who are
willing to spend their lives
in research. I don't think I
see myself going into re-
search.
"Obviously, I could go

from here into an interest-
ing poson in the conimuni-
cations industry. But I'd like

tI go into business for my-

self."

Some of the areas that he

feels are badly handled and

that he might want to try

his talents on are foreign

trade and lobbying. He

wIIn't tell his ideas on trade

—"Someone might try them

first"—but being the object
of heavy lobbying has con-
vinced him that there is Is
much of "pleading the in-
terst of the Zilch IVIanufac-
turing Industry" as opposed
to doing a public official's
hI mework for him and pro-
viding him with pragmatic
solutions to his problems,
There seems to be n

limit to subject matter, once
you get into that rational,
statistical approach. Like
skydiving, which he doesn't
II much any more but used
tI IS regularly.

"I know nobody believes
me, but I don't do it for the
daredevil aspect. It's an in-
credibly relaxing sport. I
like the quiet, the sense of
freedom. It's not a scary
thing. If you keep your wits
about you and you're care-
ful, there's no particular
danger.
"I don't do silly things,

like see how close I can get
I- fore I pull the ripcord. I
had a roman candle once—
that's when your pack
doesn't open, but eventually
mine opened—but I know
the statistical chances of that
happening are very remote.
I'm not a fatalist; on the

II 
Any reasonable

person doing the right thing
in the right situation is
going to do all right in the
sky."

II
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Nixon-Ford Transition Was Not Hurried
EDITOR'S NOTE: This is the

first of two articles on the
transition of power from
Richard M. Nixon to Geerald R.
Ford.

By JAMES M. NAUGHTON
WASHINGTON — Planning

for the orderly elevation of
Gerald R. Ford to the
presidency began months
before President Nixon decided
to resign. The preparations
were kept secret from Nixon.
And, at first, from Ford.
The transition plans weere

initiated by Ford's closest
iriend, Philip W. Buchen, who

- lecame convinced in early May
Ls_'(hat onrushing events would
—iorce an untimely end to the
term of the 37th president and a

":-,tiurried beginning for the 38th.
A "scenario" for the first

.%.11ays of the Ford administration
was drafted with reluctance in
June at a dining room table in
Georgetown by Nixon's adviser
on telecommunications policy,
Clay T. Whitehead, and three
other young men, one of them
an avid Democrat.
And the details of the change

in government were settled, 36
hours before the event, by an
assortment of political and
corporate friends of Ford's who
met in the paneled family room
at the home of William G.
Whyte, a Washington-based
Vice President of the United
States Steel Corporation.
Behind the stunning events of

Aug. 9 — the terse letter of
resignation of President Nixon,
the succinct swearing in of
President Ford — was an in-
triguing effort to use the
traumatic occasion to offer
reassurance and calm to the
nation.
Much of what has taken place

in the 16 days of the Ford ad-
ministration was a direct
consequence of the unusual
planning for his unorthodox
accession — The tnee of his first
address, His pledge to consider
conditional amnesty for Viet-
nam-era draft evaders, his
meetings with black and women
members of Congress, his
journeys to Capitol Hill and to
the Department of Health,
Education and Welfare all were
recommended by transition
advisers to capitalize on Ford's
instinctive goals of uniting the
country and leading it in part-
nership with Congress and the
Cabinet.
Even the disclosure of the

clandestine planning for the
Ford presidency, in interviews
with key figures over the last
few days, was in marked. and

perhaps deliberate, contrast
with the secretiveness of the
previous administration.
Here is how it happened:

THE SECRET
The questions on May 11 could

have been anticipated. Two
days earlier the House
Judiciary Committee had begun
formal hearings on the im-
peachment of Nixon. A day
earlier, Nixon had called in Vice
President Ford and encouraged
him to slow down the pace of his
travel, and by inference, the
number of occasions around the
country for Ford to discuss the
Watergate scandals.
Even so, when Ford met with

reporters on May 11 in Dallas he
was confident of his answers.
Had there been any con-

versation with Nixon at any
time about transfer of power if
that should occur?
"None whatsoever," Ford

replied firmly.
Or on the part of your staff? Is

anyone working on that?
"None whatsoever," Ford

repeated. "I understand that
there was a story in the Knight
newspapers, by Saul Friedman,
that somebody on my staff was
working on something like that.
If they are, they are doing it
without my knowledge and
without my consent."
Friedman, it turned out, had

been right. So, in a way, had
Ford. The planning had begun,
all right, and it had been
prompted by Ford's close

le.
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friend, his old law partner from
Grand Rapids, Mich., Buchen.
But Buchen was not,
technically, on the Vice
President's staff. He was the
director of a Nixon ad-
ministration study on the right
of citizens to privacy, working
for an interagency committee
chaired by Ford.
More important, although

Buchen was the closest thing to
a confidant of the Vice
President, Buchen had decided
not to tell Ford what he was up
to.
A few days before the Dallas

news conference, Buchen
walked the short distance down
the hall from his suite in the
executive office building to the
Office of Telecommunications
policy to see Clay T. ( Tom)
Whitehead. Buchen was
troubled.
"Tom," he said, "Jerry needs

some kind of planning under
way. The President may resign
before or after he's impeached.
We've got to do some kind of
contingency planning."
There were other fears which,

Buchen — now the White House
legal counsel — recalled last
week, he had not put into words.
Nixon was preparing a
somewhat perilous diplomatic
journey to the Middle East.
There had been speculation
about the President's health.
"I wasn't trying to judge the

President ( on Watergate)"
Buchen said. "But you could

LETTERS
to the editor

hypotesize illness or something
that might happen. It was just
that, in the usual situation, the
Vice President is expected —
like Lyndon Johnson — to carry
on the traditions of the man he
succeeded. But this was
probably a unique situation If
( Nixon) went to the Middle East
and something happened, it
wouldn't be just a case of
stepping in and saying, "Well,
Boys, carry on."
So he turned to Whitehead, at

35 one of the young veterans of
the Nixon White House. In 1969,
Buchen remembered,
Whitehead had served on the
staff that guided the more
normal transition from the
Johnson Administration to the
Nixon Administration. Their
adjacent offices would make it
easy for the two men to confer
without raising eyebrows.
Besides, Whitehead was one of
the few Nixon aides Buchen
knew well — and thought he
could trust with a large secret.
"I really didn't want to do it?

Whitehead said of the overture
the other dayu. "I felt it would
be fundamentally wrong for the
President to be hounded out of
office." Later, after Nixon
made public edited White House
transcripts that showed he had
sought to block the Watergate
investigation in June, 1972,
Whitehead would reflect that
resignation was appropriate.
But last May, like others who

wanted desperately to believe in
Nixon, he flinched at the
suggestion that the end of what
Nixon had grandiloquently
called "The New American
Revolution" was a possibility.

Buchen insisted, "Somebody
has to do it,- he told Whitehead.
Relunctantly, Whitehead
agreed.

The need for secrecy was
evident. Nixon kept insisting
that he would never resign. It
would not do to have
preparations for his resignation
linked, even in White House
gossip, to Ford. And Ford had
been as adamant in private as
he was in public about insisting

that he would do nothing to
display lack of confidence that
Nixon would weather
Watergate.
"It wasn't because we felt we

were subversive,- Buchen said
in an interview. "Why put him"
— Ford — "on the spot? If he'd
asked me, I would have told
him. He never asked me."
Indeed, when Ford declared

on May 11 that any transition
planning would be without his

knowledge and without his
consent, Buchen and Whitehead
reaffirmed their intentions.
"We decided the statement

was an implicit one," said
Whitehead: the Vice President
"hoped somebody was doing it,
but he didn't want to know about
it."

'The Ford Foundation'
The first problem was to

devise a way to keep the ven-
ture confidential. Whitehead

decided that any meetings
should be held away from the
White House. The handiest spot
would be his home, an old
townhouse in nearby
Georgetown, on a corner of 28th
and N Streets N.W., across from
a synagogue. It would not do to
involve other administration
figures, increasing the risk of
disclosure. Whitehead sought
the advice of three acquain-
tances, all in their thirties, who

BACKWARD GLANCES

IN 1952 Bellaire friends had a party. From
left are Lois Pittman, Sandie Pittman,
Linda Camden, Kathy Pytlak, Kathy

Lyden, Nancy and Betty Morris, Danny
Griffin, Richard and Junior Barber,
Dwaine and Gary Gill,

were versed in, but not
currently a part of, the
government.

To this day, Whitehead will
not identify the three. He
acknowledges, with a rueful
grin, however, that one was a
stanch Democrat, who -had a
rough time when we would sit
around and discuss things that
Ford could do to strengthen the
party" — the Republican Party.

During the early summer, the
transition cadre — Buchen,
Whitehead and the other three
— met four times, usually in
late afternoon, at the
townhouse. They sat around a
circulat dining table, coats off,
sipping soft drinks in a vain
attempt to combat the heat in
the unair-conditioned dining
room. The room was below
grade; through a high window
they could see the ankles of
passers-by. One member
smoked cigars, two had pipes.
"It was not a smoke-filled
room," Whitehead said wryly.
His wife, Margaret, dubbed

the group "The Ford Foun-
dation."
Their discussions ranged

widely from the obvious ( a
ceremony for the assumption of
office) to the mechanical ( the
need for a small transition team
to orient Ford to the White
House and vice versa ) to the
sublime ( themes and principles
that might be enunciated at the
outset of a new administration.
"It was like having a study

group meet to discuss policy
with Russia," Buchen said
later.
"We were not sm much

planning that Ford become
President," Whitehead
recalled. "In fact, I hoped he
wouldn't become President, for
obvious reasons, particularly in
the beginning. But it was only
prudent, since the man might
become President on very short
notice, it was only prudent to
develop some material in case
he did."

WEDNESDAY: Checklist for
a presidency.
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• Chealist h•ons Out Wrinkles in Prfsidential Transition._
(ref.! fe Pie sternia of het arefetee ott

Pie transition of pricer from Richard M.
Aron to Gerald R. Ford.)

By JAMES M. NAUGHTON
Nem

NVASIIINGTON ' Not Inne , berme
President Nivel came to lise
conehisien that hr would be Imperilled
by the 'louse and perhape conVictrd in
Sennte Irinl if lie dirt nel reeIgn. Toni
Whitehead 1-edueed the rough plans for a
trnneierei erne-ram to single typed
pee of shorthand notes. Ile called it the
"index " it looked like this:

I. First principles', themes ;eel objez-
lives.

2. The trill:Y(1;ton team.
3 The "first week"
ee Assumptien of off;ce.
0- Transition tram
ID' Message to the American pt3p1e.
P' Cabinet a a d White iloese staff

resignations.
CoegreesIonal leade:ship m e e C.

Inge.
ite Cabinet, N5C (National Security

Councl!) ar.1 economic policy meetings.
b. Meetings with notional and foreign

leaelers.
1. Nike prestdontiat search process.
0- Pereonnel decision procens.
4. Address to the Amerrteen people.
5. Assestment of th e exectieve

branch.
• Press and Congress: philosephy

and tactics.
7. Background papers: porty a n d

machinery.
0. Foreign policy and national securi-

ty.
0- The economy.
"- Budget
0. Demestic Cotmeil-
ye White House mechanics.
& Organization of the presidency:
s• Background.
a- tklitte House staff and teetrgantea-

tion
Role of the cabinet

9 Kee pertor.nel actior.s.
"- Recruitment process.
sh• rransiticn of evney heerti.
"graphing of old White House staff.
The items were not so much reecen-

mendations as a checkest c! issues that
should hp coneidered. queeily. in the
event Ford became preeicirre overnight.
What. if any. -first principles" sheuld he
pror.ouncei Who should he call upon te
help, tremediateiv. in I h e trar_sition?
What should he do in the early days of
his admmistratien—called. after Gene-
sis. the -first week"—atioul retaIning ar
otserussing .Nixon's advteers and aides
or about nominating a nee vice prem.

Sliotdd there be a different. and.
thus mere open. attitude toward tore
gress and.the news media?

it ould he. Whitey:ad said. eurate
bang that Philip W. Buchen, Ford's
closest friend and old law partner. ceeld
take to Ford and say. "Here. this 'AtIl
get you started "

It w a e all %Try infeemnl, Purlieu
eemeiiilierert. "We !IA no nnficai tht
theig weuldwome up as soon as it tied."

The Craii irrogmliti
e --thing" as fluclira called it.

r a ni r ip on TtieertaY. Alig eighl
moths from the day Ford lk'rlinm' tire
preFIfirS11 The previous time ',tenthly
Nreet had made liable- trimscreirs of
Ii I c Whee iloese coovetenteine Anal
Watergate an June 23. 1972, rine they
!thawed him to be an eat: erli‘'e prat
tirtran; in a cover-up entente His de-
fense against impeachment lay shatter
ref in the ouirrieed reactiee nit CepeoI
Hill Nixon told his rebirth met Ford.
that Tueeday that he would ml restgri
The eon's sounded tintlee

At 10 lie that night. Bucher tracked
down Whtirhead in a horre Whitehead.
reineirientally, had gnen melee that he
eruld resicn shortly to reseinie a private
career lie w a s preparing to in% e
Washington In join Mrs_ Wnitehead on a
camping trip to Aspen, Colo The vaca-
tion trip teas alerted by the frier-rine

if from Batten. He told Whitehead
that Ford h nd just been alerted,
presumably by White House aides. that
the word Is, within 72 hours he could be

pregdent."
That meant. Buchen quipped, they

would have to do the detell work that
Theodore H. White. the author who had
chronicled each of the presidential ecc-
tion carnpaigres stnee 1969, might de-
scribe In a ne w book entitled. -The
Making of the President inn hours_"
• Actually, as It turned out, they had
only a little more tlinn 61 enure before
Ford would rattle hks right hand on
Aug. 9 to recite the presidential oath of
effice specified by the Conslitutton.

The making of the President began in
earnest on Wednesday. Aug. 7. White-
head. clad in cowboy attire—denim and
beats—because his wife had most of his
clothes in their c a r in NAM1:14 City,
located th e transition 'endex" a n d
pared it down to the immediate esmn-
eals. items 2 and 3, as an acenda for the

Dutch to Launch
Satellite in U.S.
VANDENBERG AIR FORCE BASE,

Calif CAN — A Dutch satellite will be
rorketed aloft from the space test center
here.
'Me U S. Space Agency said the 2.te•

pound spacecraft will be poweecti Intl) a
300mile-hlgh orbit today by an Ameri-
can Scotit rocket.

It will be The Netherland's first eget-
lite flight.
The spacecraft, named Astrunortheal

Netherlands Satellite, will carry a thech-
built teleseepe that well be used to elude
ultraviolo light emitted b new stars
that are still hot
More le,stramente atoard the AN5

spaceceaft will an the skies for other
celestial ohjects emitting X-rays

Itieletinwered private meeting that'
ehiti w a s crgiimeing Tee bailee*:
pinnrene hart ewe, hig time M White-
head would hare iteeerthe It to the three
frienree vita had helped leen In the town-
house. aird thry hail done wet epeney
mar- and now !rare:ban had become '

poker gamin"

Confidentlehly still was metal In
the .end. NINO." might not resign. Ford
erne t h e news of the live
(need; elem. %ire% he wanted to solleit
cm I terms:nen plan.% Hurhen nskrd one of
Or file.' Willt.ini *. Wiiyie of Urlted
gIntes Srri, to “titinteer his hnme an
licielarcexl Parkway. in n wealthy iind
brie relatively %cell:fled section of Ilse
capital. far a 5 p in meeting Whyte
readih iensented and disputched his
etre 31arearet. to b u y !even !urge
sienke

One of the fire friends didn't reed to
ta, Ins veil Former (ice err= William
Scrareon of Penneytvania. aim had been
a hew seized elatsmeie l Fcrd's at Ynio
Unixeraity. knew enoueh about Wash-
Ington to realtee by Wednesday that
Ford soon would be president. He called
to volunteer his assistance.

The -others Invited to the rneet:ng
y%ere Sen. Robert P Griffin of Michigan,
t h e Senate Republican Whip: former
Rep. John W. Byrnes cf WIsconsle ard
Bryce N. Harlow, on executive of Nee,
tor Ganble etneufecturIne Co. atm
hod teen an aide to Presidents Eieeie
hewer and Nixon
'I was lust invited for 'an imnerlant

•dlecusaton.' " Herlow revelled the ether
day. "I wasn't even sure then elio

wait."
We were all chew friend.; of Jerry-c "

13.vrecs said "We knew -that at sonic
time. maybe sooner than later, he and
his people Wrre going to have a ace of
a let of questions that needed to be an.
sly:Ted

Frem 5 p Wednesday leei . nearly
midnight. th e seven men sat in the
upholstered chairs nnd or. the tan sofas
in the paneled family room of the Whyte
herne. Whyte announced at the cetect,
"The bar Is open, tyit this Is a working
sessisre" Meat of them eschewed luird
driek. The steel company exceutive kept
Mrs. Whyte out of the room--it -Aas
very confidentlar—bat the Whytes' For..
Reece, would pep in (ram erne 10 time
to relay telephone rnessagee. deliver the
grilled steaks A n d provide bullet:re
from the newscasts.
"We didn't know what the next news

bulletin would be." Byrrrs •eet. -we
conetantly had the question in our new-
Hee long do we have"

The atmosphere wee !ether and re-
strained Many of the pactirievits hail
betel close to Nixon "I don't reeatl any
liearity." Hateow said.

o r hours they diseuesed a f
esitjti elenienis of t ii e trarsition,
working from Whitehead's ceerkhet
T h e chile Jeetlee of I h e United!

Stales. Warren E. Burge:. me.euld affic;
ate at an inauguration but Ile ea( in the
Nernerlands Griff-in agreed to velem
him

Ford would need the dreft of a brief

speech to fhe American pronto for tise
senn rifler lie look office; it was written
by Newt T. Hartinattn. Ford's vice
presidentml chief of staff.
The new president wraild need' a re-

placement for the Whit o Ileitee press
secretory. ' ilmia!d 1.. Ziegler; I t's• e
natty% trcre lurked around ot length and
thr next dee' Ford would agree :unit the
reneetrain choice. J. F lerllorst. the
WilighLireten, correxpontiont for the te-
trolt Nova.

An engine trensitior tenni would he
merited In Riede Ford through the Bret,
days of lii a ad/aids:Mind and map
plans for longer-rnnge changes. Serene
ton would wIrei up directine it nicele
with Donald Itutnefeld, the US. Ambns-
sedor to Ii c North Atlantic Treaty
Ocgenlzetion. a r. d Whtlehend wieuld
servo temporarily as staff secretory

And there was general agree:nun
that Nhton should not be preeent when
Ford was sworn In; the hingoing presi-
dent's absence would signify a cleun
start for h:s doilgrinted seevessor

When the meeting was breaking iip,
aed the participants were putting suIt.
eiente back an and tightening their Iles,
the basic truest inn re:named. ns Bernell
seeed it. "when is the word going to
corner

The Reeipialitite

The oord ee:re- the ncs1 ntornine.
Thursday. Aug it. alien Nieon s to in
nulled Ford to say 1100 he was goiag
resign The two men .-agrevd on the tan
wee iimt eircurestancee of the 'money-

Hotel
Fire Death:,
Increase toll
BERKELEY SPRINGS,
VEL IAP) — Four more

bodies were recovered from
o h e nibble of a downtown
hotel yesterday, brtnging the
number of known dead in Sun-

e.411-,Y.sc liia rrnrhil.ccotInued
Ileoritics . believe 13 persons
eerished in the redone flee
at the four-vory Washington
Floo_ce in this Eastern
Pent:and:se resort town of

Ii l{;isinlalt 

 944
reeteilite

lItraall! td'san" lentil-
use 
;Uc tare 

bee identifications had been
eeede, bet added, "We 'won't
Make !man e identifIcntIon
it ii ',le get tlx•Fh aU atit.-

THE FIRE at the 711-year-
htVel tailcd the etty's old

slne.rittmn "i DI 0 Eill

mierno
lairunge to the hotel and

I o•u r outer baildings which

tnt:illtiee tIcin. estimatedidJ.Ricabet iRichard
tArn enitrit

denied abeeesslori. Nixon would
annenece h I a dee-Won en television
Tharedey night and decilitre for Cattier.

• tim on Friday, before the formal tepee
of reelenailen had hem &limed to the
seeretery of stele. 'Fortl would take of-
fice at noon Friday.

Tharsdne ofterteem, I It c' transition
planners. ea longer as Mee-111Ni about
eteerey. 111r1 ii; Whitehead's attire Ter:
Ifiirel pined thcal ter a while. Tine plane
were put on Fnper, with alternntives
Decision memorandums I it at Ford.

'would have to sign immediately were
drafted and typed Formal not -es of
Ford's acre:mean were dralted for the
new presidenrs signelere and siii.Fonent
&patch to every government department
and agency.

There were two breaks in the tong
transition preparatloue. One was for
cold roast beef sardwieltes and soil
driiiks The second was to watch Nixon.
on the !cite-Nen set in the Office of the
direeior of teltenrimuniraisors
enneuncina at 9 pin that he would give
up the presidency. Many of thc&e in the
transition office cried It was nearly 11
p m. before they got tack to work. Al 3
nt Friday, the papers formalizing the

change In government were completed.
Whitehead went home, to the townlxiuss
In Georgetown.

The Bide
Three hours later. at A A in Frdsy.

.Rep. Byrnes arose at his home in Arling-
ton. Va.. to prepare for the day. Al 7:15
he went to the Alexandria, Va., home if

Ford to meet Buchen arid brief (he eke'
president im t h e transition' plans. "1
revel got up thal early every day of the
year." Byrnes told Ford "Elul l'm

lo do it on a dnv that a good friend is
lnalg sworn ill as President."

illere would be mueh yet In do After
Atte 9 to ealidIfy Ford's preecore in the
While Home. There weuld be pctstY
decisions. such Al that on ait*esly,
t r y to demonstrate a generosity uf
spirit There would be legislative issues,
including an eery threat tn veto a mass
tYar3lt bill. to try to show. firmness of
purpos.e. Tleire would be organuntienal
matters, like t ii c transition group's
reeammendation that the power of the
Office of Management and Budget he re-
duced to strengthen the mlc of the Cabi-
net. Teere would be perztnncl clirNives.
;Meng them which of the holdover alike
to replace and wbni. There would be the
selection of Ne:F011 A Rockefeller. the
former guvernor of New York as the
vice presidential nominee and the ni,At
potential link in a clialn of democratic

ccilltit 5n°71:1  4y.A  a in that Friday. as t
While house limousine left Ford's Alex-
andria home for the short ride acres
the Potomac River end into the nation's
Captlal. U. was more time meetly the
last symbolic unpredictable eoerney of
Gerald R Ford in the presidency. Ae
the long oar moved through. the 'morning
rush hoer, Ford, But-hen anet Byrnes
were huddled over the documents that
would effectuate the change. The leaflet -
don Was occurring.

Gimbels introduces new half-size

- slips from Gossard Artemis

A It  designed just ,for %in' Artemis

New imago of cling•free Ant,on) 11!

relem. It's nidrle If right—wiles

preportteraed length and hip. butt-un

bodico front and heci• goros. ad

adiustab:o "ip birrip

tAl Lane tai- at feip ard 11.001 in weep

sires 16' 7 50

(BliSe. sznrni ....i; i4. o I.lii.iri.rti%2 v:1 tl in-4,1 Invii ut 

•. S5

Inner Wneave, Seep Manna eirviaia.
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"FOR EYES ONLY"

MEMORANDUM FOR

Mr. Chuck Colson
Mr. John Ehrlichman
Mr. Peter Flanigan
Mr. H. R. Haldeman
Mr. Herb Klein
Mr. Ronald Ziegler

f

In a speech delivered last month, I made three related proposals
concerning the regulation of broadcasting:

(1) That the FCC experiment with a plan for deregulation of
radio broadcasting;

(2) That the FCC's procedures for the renewal of TV licenses
be altered so as to lengthen the license term, eliminate
Federal prescription of program content and give the
responsible broadcaster some reasonable assurance that
his license will be renewed when faced with a challenge;
and

(3) That the FCC's current procedures for enforcing the
obligation of fairness on a case-by-case basis (the
so-called "Fairness Doctrine") be abandoned and be
enforced, instead, through an overall review of perfor-
mance at license renewal time, and through creation of
a statutory right to purchase advertising time on a
nondiscriminatory basis.

I made these proposals because I have become convinced that some
fundamental initiatives are necessary to prevent the accelerating
drift towards treatment of broadcasting as an arm of the Govern-
ment, rather than a segment of the free and privately run communi-
cations media. I made it clear in the speech that the Administration
has no present plans for legislation to implement the last two pro-
posals—none is needed for the first--but indicated that I would
press for such legislation if the reaction was favorable. In
general, it has been. I propose, therefore, to develop and refine
these proposals in the future.

Since any significant initiative with respect to broadcasting
regulation has immediate political ramifications, I think it is
important that you understand what I am proposing and appreciate
its relationship to our political strategy, especially in light
of a recent court decision which, in effect, would entitle
Democratic Party spokesmen air time to respond to broadcast
appearances of the President and his spokesmen.
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Accordingly, I am attaching as Tab A a description of the devicespresently used to achieve balance in political broadcasts. Tab Bdescribes the effect of OTP's Fairness Doctrine proposals uponRepublican political broadcasting. Tab C is a detailed descrip-tion of the past use and net utility of the Fairness Doctrine inpromoting Republican interests. Tab D contains several suggestionson the use of the OTP proposals during the coming year.

Clay T. Whitehead



TAB A

CURRENT FAIRNESS PROVISONS 
APPLICABLE TO POLITICAL PRESENTATIONS

Access to the broadcast media for political presentations is
governed by four major regulatory provisions:

I

Section 315 onications Act--The so-called
"equal time" provision, III.ies only to broadcast appear-
ances of candidates theing election campaigns, requires
all opposing candidatesrded 2.9ual time for personal
appearances. There is n to 6I-V-6- free time if the
first candidate paid fo 

(2) Editorial endorsement rule--Under FCC rules, when a
station editorially endorses (or opposes) a candidate, the opponent
of the endorsed candidate (or the opposed candidate) is entitled to
respond, personally or through spokesmen.

(3) The "Zapple" or "quasi-equal opportunities" doctrine--
This doctrine, developed in FCC rulings, extends the provisions of
Section 315 to persons other than the candidates themselves. It
provides "equal time" during campaigns for appearances of supporters 
and spokesmen of opposing candidates. (As with Section 315, there
is no obligation to give free time to the opposing spokesmen if the
first spokesman paid for his time.)

(4) The Fairness Doctrine--The FCC's general, uncodified
Fairness Doctrine applies to all broadcasts dealing with contro-
versial issues--including political broadcasts which are not covered
by the above three provisions. Positions taken by the President
and party spokesmen must be "balanced" by appearances of spokesmen
for contrasting viewpoints, often opposing party spokesmen.  Paid 
time must be balanced in paid or free time. That is, if a
Republican spokesman makes a paid appearance, a Democratic spokes-
man can request free time to respond.



TAB B

EFFECT ON REPUBLICAN INTERESTS

Abandonment of the Fairness Doctrine would not eliminate
the general obligation of broadcasters to cover public issues
in a fair and balanced manner. OTP suggested that this obliga-
tion no longer be enforced in a case-by-case, issue-by-issue
manner, but rather that the licensee's efforts to be fair and
balanced be judged at renewal time on the "totality" of his
service during the preceeding license period. OTP also suggested
that the present power of individuals to demand time for response
on a case-by-case basis be replaced with a general right to pur-
chase advertising time on a nondiscriminatory basis.

OTP proposed this new policy because enforcement of broad-
casters' "fairness" obligation has gotten completely out of hand
in recent years. Essentially, the FCC itself has lost control of
the enforcement procedures, which are now dictated by the D.C.
Court of Appeals in response to appeals taken by activist political
and social groups. This process is well on the way to destroying the
basic premise of our free broadcasting system--which is to place
primary responsibility and broad discretion in the hands of the
individual broadcaster.*/ It has already led to rulings by the
Court of Appeals which require broadcasters to provide free time
to groups opposing the sale of advertised products, and free time
to Democrats wishing to respond to nonpartisan appearances of the
President and his spokesmen. By eliminating case-by-case enforce-
ment of the fairness obligation, the OTP proposals will deter
further erosion of broadcaster discretion, and diminish day-to-day
government involvement in the content of the broadcast programs.

The OTP proposals are not only sound public policy, but
they benefit conservative philosophy in general and Republican

interests in particular. The Fairness Doctrine has been used

*/ Based as it is upon principles of individual freedom and

dispersion of government power, this premise has had the continu-
ing support of the Republican Party. For example, the National
Committee opposed Senate Joint Resolution 209, introduced by
Senator Fullbright, (which would have required all broadcast
stations to provide a "reasonable amount of public service time"
four times yearly to Senators and Representatives) on the ground
that it would destroy the "free press" discretion of broadcast
licensees. Senator Dole also stated that the Resolution "would
be a step toward removing the discretion and trust the American
system has placed in free, commercial broadcasting."
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most successfully by the new left. It inevitably favors those
with extreme and populist views. Without the Fairness Doctrine,
the traditional main-stream view on a particular issue would still
receive substantial coverage in the sum total of TV programs; but
the far-out position might not. The Fairness Doctrine assures
that extreme views receive not merely equitable coverage but
in fact much more attention on the airwaves than they are given
in the society at large. It is therefore beneficial to conserva-
tives and moderates to impose upon the broadcaster only the require-
ment that he demonstrate good faith efforts to present contrasting
viewpoints on an overall basis.

The OTP proposals will particularly benefit Republican inter-
ests in the following ways:

(1) The courts and the FCC have recently held that broad-
casters must, under the Fairness Doctrine, provide free time for
refutation of controversial positions presented in paid advertising.
These positions are generally put forward in "institutional" ads
which make such points as the need for more oil, the care which
companies exercise in guarding against pollution, the need for
new highways, or even the desirability of the automobile. As
matters now stand, all such ads give environmental groups the
right to demand free time for reply. Furthermore, the courts have
held that ordinary product advertising can raise controversial
issues indirectly (e.g., ad for high octane gasoline raises pollu-
tion issue), which also calls for free response time from groups
with contrasting views.

Under the OTP proposal, advertising time would be
entirely insulated from the fairness obligation. In order to
give protection for the "otherside" of such issues, advertising
time would have to be sold to all who desire it. This require-
ment, however, has already been effectively imposed by a recent
court decision, and will in any event not be as useful to liberal
activist groups as the existing enforcement mechanism requiring
a free rebuttal. In short, the OTP proposal will enable the
private sector to present its views and its products to the public
without simultaneously subsidizing rebuttals from opponents. This
will further Republican political positions on most points.

(2) While the OTP proposals alone will not undo the recent
court decision that the obligation of fairness requires Democratic
response time to addresses by the President and his spokesmen, it
will at least avoid enforcement of this obligation on a tit-for-
tat, case-by-case basis. Such enforcement, which could require
time for Democrats each time the President or an Administration
official appears, would predictably cause the networks to reduce
substantially their coverage of the Administration. Under the
OTP proposal, on the other hand, it will suffice if the broad-
caster affords opposition spokesmen, on an overall basis, as much
time as Republicans--including Republicans speaking in their
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leeway and room for broadcaster discretion would minimize theadverse effect of the new decision.

(3) The OTP proposals for changes in broadcast regulationhave received widespread support from virtually all segments ofthe broadcasting industry, including the networks. They haveearned substantial amounts of good will for the Administrationat a time when we were beginning to feel industry backlashbecause of "anti-broadcast" actions taken by a Republican FCC.The Administration and the RNC can capitalize on this good will,and can use its continued support of these proposals, to encour-age both more contributions and more objective news coveragefrom broadcasters.

(4) As unfortunate as recent court decisions in the fieldhave been, they may get even worse unless the vehicle whichbrings them forth--the present case-by-case method of enforcingfairness--is eliminated. It is obvious that court decisions inthis field are consistently contrary to Republican interests,and it is therefore desirable to remove as much of the power aspossible from the courts and return it to the discretion of theprivate broadcast licensees, operating under the generalizedsupervision of the Commission. The OTP proposal achieves this.

The foregoing benefits can be achieved without the loss ofany genuinely effective weapon. First, it is almost impossibleto use the Fairness Doctrine to compel any network coverage ofthe Administration point of view. In order to do so, we wouldhave to prove that the Administration was denied a reasonableopportunity to present its position on a particular issue; butnetwork news almost always furnishes this required minimum.Second, for all its weaknesses in methodology, Edith Efron's"News Twisters" book gives clear indication that network coveragedoes its greatest damage to our interests in the "commentary"remarks of network reporters, and not in the statements of personscovered in the news. This subtle and not-so-subtle news slantingis not reachable under the Fairness Doctrine. The FCC will takeaction only when there is extrinsic evidence of gross misconduct--i.e., evidence other than the mere content of the program itself.Such evidence (e.g., proof that a news event was "staged") almostnever exists.



TAB C

PRIOR POLITICAL USE OF THE FAIRNESS DOCTRINE

Prior to the 1964 campaign, the FCC rejected the Republican
National Committee's request that Senator Goldwater be given
"equal time" to respond to a Presidential radio-TV address. It
acknowledged, in principle, that the Fairness Doctrine applied
to the address, but said that Senator Goldwater's "contrasting"
views had been covered adequately in network news and interview
shows. In August 1970, the Democratic National Committee and
Senators Hughes, McGovern, Hatfield, Goodell, Cranston, Bayh,
Church, Eagleton, Gravel, Harris, Hart, Kennedy, Metcalf and
Nelson, made good on the principle established by RNC and obtained
free network time to "respond" to five Presidential addresses deal-
ing with Vietnam. In order to restore the "balance" of coverage
on the Vietnam issue, the FCC dictated the format of the response
and required the networks to give uninterrupted blocks of time to
DNC, since the President had stated his views in uninterrupted
segments.

In the same series of cases, DNC also obtained a declaratory
ruling in which the FCC departed from its previous position that
station time need not be sold to particular groups. The FCC held
that the "public interest" required licensees to sell time to
political parties so that they could solicit contributions. Sub-
sequent court decisions have broadened this "right" to include
purchases of time for reasons other than fund solicitations.

While the Democrats eventually achieved all of their objec-
tives in the August 1970 cases, we fared very poorly and ultimately
lost what it first appeared we had gained. The FCC rejected the
complaint against NBC of Senators Dole, Goldwater, Hansen, Gurney,
Fannin, Curtis, Griffin, Smith, Allott, Domnick, and Thurmond.
The Senators had requested free time to respond to a 30-minute
sponsored program which featured Senators in favor of the "Amend-
ment to End the War." The Commission held that NBC's refusal
was reasonable because the network had provided adequate time
to the Administration viewpoint on the war.

RNC seemed to do better than the 11 Republican Senators when
it got the FCC to require CBS to provide time for response to
Larry O'Brien's July 7, 1970, program on behalf of DNC. CBS had
given DNC this time as part of its "Loyal Opposition" series, so
that the Democrats could respond to the President's Vietnam
speeches; the network had placed no restrictions on DNC's use of
the time, and O'Brien used it to make a partisan attack on the
President and the Republican Party in general. In response to
the protests of RNC, the FCC established a principle which would
have expanded the "Zapple" doctrine and required "equal" time for
one party to respond to another party which had been given "response"
time with no specification of the issues to be covered. On
November 15, 1971, the D.C. Court of Appeals struck down this FCC
expansion of the "Zapple" doctrine because it gives the President's
party double exposure on the issues. In the future, Democrats
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will be able to obtain free time, to respond to Presidential
speeches and press conferences, as well as similar appearances
by Administration spokesmen. The Court also implied that the
networks could not limit in any manner the issues to be covered
in this "response" time by the opposition spokesmen.

This latest court decision will also make virtually worth-
less the small Fairness Doctrine gain RNC achieved in a series
of "political broadcast" cases which the FCC decided last August.
In this series of cases, the FCC refused DNC's request for network
time to respond to three Presidential appearances under the "Zapple"
doctrine. It declined to extend that doctrine to Presidential
appearances and presentations of other public officials. It also
held that the Fairness Doctrine had been satisfied, since the
networks had adequately covered views contrasting with those of
the President. The August 1970 grant of time to DNC was distin-
guished on the ground that there the President's appearances
dealt only with the Vietnam war, while the 1971 appearances ranged
over a variety of issues. DNC has appealed this ruling and the
court case has not yet been decided. However, if the D.C. Court
of Appeals decision in the RNC case is followed, reversal of these
favorable FCC rulings is certain.

To sum up: At the national level, the Republican Party has
not benefited from application of the Fairness Doctrine, and has
suffered from its application on several occasions. There is
no doubt that the Fairness Doctrine is generally detrimental to
the part in power and to the party with the money.



TAB D

POLITICAL USE OF NEW PROPOSALS

(1) The most effective deterrent to slanted news coverage
has proven to be public criticism. Criticism by political
officials in power is blunted, and perhaps rendered counter-
productive, by allegations that it is an attempt to intimidate the
government-regulated media. These allegations can be shown to
be groundless if the Administration itself--while asserting its
right to criticize news bias--actively urges less government
regulation and control, especially over program content. The
attacks of the Vice President and Bob Dole can be more direct
and effective than ever, and other Administration officials might
even get away with softer criticism on specific issues.

(2) The broadcaster good will arising from Administration
support of these proposals will hopefully, in and of itself, get
us more favorable treatment in the '72 campaign, as well as more
money.

(3) We can make clear that the price of greater broad-
caster freedom is greater broadcaster responsibility. In exchange
for active Administration efforts to implement the OTP proposals,
we might get local stations to exercise more supervision and
control over the balance and fairness of their public affairs
coverage--and in particular the network shows they carry.
We might urge the network affiliates to establish a "Committee
on Network News Balance." This would put both heat and the public
eye on the network news organizations in a way that pressure on the
network corporate headquarters never can. At best it might
lead to some local control over what the networks offer. At the
very least, it would destroy the solid front which the industry
now presents against any and all criticism of broadcast journalism.

(4) We might use the same argument--that greater freedom
requires greater responsibility--with the networks themselves.
Network management has increasingly treated their news and public
affairs staff as a privileged class, subject to virtually no owner
control. This unaccountability is the source of many of our diffi-
culties. We can make it clear to the networks that if they want
Administration support for the OTP proposals, they must assume cor-
porate responsibilities for the fairness of their news departments.

(5) We can use support of the proposals to exact concessions
from broadcasters in other areas--for example, to obtain their
support for the Administration position on long-range cable TV
development.

(6) The proposals are not likely to be enacted into law
before the next election. Until they are, we should encourage
Fairness Doctrine complaints--to embarrass the networks when their
news coverage is biased, to keep Democratic spokesmen "honest,"
and to demonstrate the unworkability of the present system.

' ):
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MEMORANDUM FOR

Mr. Colson
Mr. Ehrlichman

Mr. Flanigan
Mr. Haldeman

As you know, I am scheduled to appear before the Ervin subcommittee

Wednesday, February 2. I have been asked to testify on the First

Amendment implications of cable television and public broadcasting.

However, earlier sessions of the hearings have dealt extensively with

the Fairness Doctrine and the more general question of access to the

broadcast media, and it is probable that there will be questions on

these issues. At a minimum, I must discuss the policy considerations

surrounding those issues, and there is no graceful way to avoid com-

menting on my own proposals made last fall. It would be much better

to make an affirmative statement of the Administration's position than

to waffle. Our image of evasiveness in these highly visible hearings

has already given credence to charges of underhanded media

intimidation.

I propose, therefore, if there is no objection, to reply to questions with

a statement of the Administration's position as shown at Tab A. This

is a fairly general and low-key, but positive, position that does

commit us to any specific legislative or regulatory action. It lug sreetftew

give us a basis for opposing CPB's involvement in public affairs and for

opposing the FTC "counter-advertising" proposals which are derived

from the Fairness Doctrine.

After much public and private discussion and reaction, I am more

convinced than ever that the more detailed OTP proposals in this area

are not only good policy, consistent with our philosophy, but also are

good positions politically. We should not press them actively this year,

but I do believe we should continue to affirm them in broad form.

Properly used, they can insulate the Administration from a lot of
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criticism, encourage local broadcaster assistance on the network
news problem, and provide a "high-road" cover for our efforts to
focus more attention on press objectivity. Because these matters
are so important, I think you should understand better what we have
proposed and its relationship to our political strategy. I therefore
attach at Tab B a series of short memoranda on the proposals, their
background, and their political use.

I would appreciate a reaction to Tab A by Tuesday and to Tab B
when you have had a chance to review it.

Clay T. Whitehead

Attachments

cc: Mr. MacGregor
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SUBSTANCE OF PROPOSED POSITION

Fairness Doctrine

The broadcaster obviously has an obligation of fairness in the presentaEcn
of controversial issues. The problem is how Government, with its
licensing responsibility, should enforce this obligation of fairness withou:
excessive intervention in the private enterprise system of broadcasting_
and without damage to the open exchange of ideas so central to our
concept of democracy and freedom.

The Administration believes that the current enforcement procedures
embodied in the so-called "Fairness Doctrine" in the early 1960's, have
proven unworkable and excessively vague and confusing. Although the
FCC's rules may have been sound enough in principle, their function
has been distorted by the courts, which have repeatedly used the Fairness
Doctrine to accommodate the demands of individuals and groups for
access to the broadcasting media--a purpose for which it was never

4.
A.0.40..011

4.144.4.4.41

intended or designed.

Since the obligation f fairness arises fr the license process, it
should be enforced in that context. We hould move fowards a return
to the FCC's pre-1960 procedures, w ereby the Commission would
inquire at the end of a licensee's t;, m whether he has, on an overall
basis been fair and responsible; luring the license term,  

abuses would justify intervention y the Government to require that a
particular position be presented. It is our hope that the FCC's own

inquiry into the Fairness Doctrine problems will cause such ne cessary
changes to be made by the Commission itself.

Access

Our private enterprise broadcasting system, with its dual emphasis

on license freedom and licensee responsibility, has as its foundation
the licensee's discretion in programming. However, now that television
has become so pervasive and important in the commercial and political
life of our country, there is growing pressure for a mechanism whereby

individuals or groups who do not own a station can be assured the ability
to express their point of view. The Administration recognizes the

040449 isorL44004,
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desirability of such a mechanism. We believe, however, that this should

e based on the right of individua s or groups to buy time on a non-

discriminatory basis, rather than on the judicially-derived extensions

of the Fairness Doctrine that are now being used to impose special interest

messages on the viewing public without requiring those who use the time

to pay for it.')

W4 44;«,4,4,...‘vait, dd. *4. fibs:to...so& Do•hat—z•

tht ditt""wotts
4%4414 -4r4-4A"
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CURRENT PAIPNEF PPOVIF.IONf7
APPLICAnA- TO POLITICAL PPESENTATIONS

Acceso to the 1.-roadcast mcelia for political presentations
is coverned 1:7 four major rraulatcrv nrovisions:

(1) Section 315 of the Com:runleation ,ct--The so-called
- +:7Fra--ii7-T3i31re-r;--ofilirl-76-Throaecast arpear-

;moos of canaidates thcznselves durinq election carnr.aignr,
requires all opnosinq candidates to 1.e afford,::-(7 equal. time for
per.szonal zippeararces. There i. ro obligation to aTi7e free
tine if the first canidate paid for his time.

(2) Editorial_endorsement_rule.--Under rcc rules, when a
station editorially erdorses-(br op'ooses) A caneidate, the
opponent of the endorse candidate (or the opposed candidate)
is entiticd to renperd, Tersonally or through spokesmen.

(1) Vie "Zarilr" or "eivari-er-ual olliortmnitie..7" doctrine--
This Ooctrine, developed in rcc rulings, extenOs the roviiions
of Section 315 to pc.-rsons other than the cane.idates themselves.
It rrovides "e7ual time" tlurira cannniqns for arrearances of
surr.orters :me aolcestrcn of opposing candidats. (7,s with
Section 3.15, there is no ohligaticm to aive free ti.sne to e-e
opposing spokesmen if the first spol:esnan raid for "As time.)

(4) The Fairness Doctrine.--TI'e FCC's gerral, urcodified
Fairness Doctrire arp1ins to all hroaecants eealing 'it'
controversial issurs--inclueling political 1,roaOcarts which
are not covered by the above thr=e provisions. Positions tal-er
hv the President and party npol:esmen rtuilt he "1-a1arcrd" 1,y
appearances of spokohnmen for contrasting vier-mints, often
oppoping party spokec.men. Paid time must be balancee .in .raie:
or free time. Tht is, if a ?kpuhlican tpokerrmen tnal-es a
raid appearance, a rerocratic spokesman c:-r, request free tire
to respond.

1



PPIOR POLITICAL UST: OF TUE pArnuEss DOCTPINP

Prior to the 1964 carpaign, tIle FCC rejected the Pepublican

National Comittee's reouest that Senator Goldwater be given

"equal time" to respond to a Presidential radio-Tv address. It

acknowledged, in principle, that thr, Fairness Doctrine applied

to the address, hut said that Senator Coldwater's "contrastinq"

views had been covered adeouately in networl- ncws and interview

shows. In Auoust 1q70, the Democratic liational Corrlittee and

Cenators Nughes, Mcrovern, rat:Field, roodell, Cranston, P.ay)7,

Church, Laoleton, Cravel, 'Harris, rart, Kennedy, Metcalf and

Nelson, ma0.e good on the principle established RNC and ol-tained

free network time to "respond" to five Presidential addresses deal-

ing with Vietnam. In order to restore the "balance" of covPrage

on the Vietnam issue, the FCC dictated the format of the response

and reouired the networks to give uninterrupted 1:locks of tine to

DNC, since the President had stated his views in uninterrupted

segments.

In the same series of cases, Drc also oLtained a declaratory

ruling in which the rcc departed from its previous position that

station time need not Le sol(-1 to particular groups. The FCC held

that the "public interest" reauireC licensees to sell time to

political parties so that they conic' solicit contributio
ns. Sul--

sequent court decisions have broadened this "riaht" to incl
ude

purchases of time for reasons other than fund solicitations
.

the Democrats Pventually achieved all of their oljec-

tives in the /kugust 1C-70 cases, re fared very roorly and
 ultimately

lost what it first appearPd wo l'ad gained. The rec. reiected the

complaint against Nrc of Senators nolo, coldwater, Hanse
n, Gurnoy,

Fannin, Curtis, Criffir, Smith, Allott, Dominick, and Thurmon
d.

The Senators had recuerted free tine to respond to a 30-mi
nute

sponsored program whicl, featured Senators in favor of tho
 "Amend-

ment to Lnd the War." The Cornission 1:eld that NI:Cis refusal

was reasonable because the networlf had providPd adequate 
time

to the Administration viewpoint on the war.

PVC seemed to do bettcr tban the 11 Penul-lican Senat
ors when

it got the FCC to recTuirn CDS to proviee time. for resp
onse to

Larry O'Erien's July 7, 1S'70, program or bPhalf of DNC. 
CBE' had

given DNC this time as part of its "Loyal Opposition" 
series, so

that tbe Democrats could respond to the President's 
Vietnam

speeches; the network had placed no restrictions on
 DNC's use of

the time, and 011-%rien used it to make a partisan attach on t
he

Pt•iiriresident and the Repu I i
blican Party in aeneral. In response to

the protests of PNC, tl'e FCC established a prin
ciple which would

have expanded the "Zaprle" doctrine and reauired 
"equal" tilne for

one narty to respond to another party wl-ich 'zid b
een aiven "response"

tir.le with no specification of tlie issues to Le 
covered. On

November 15, 1()71, the D.C. Court of Arpeals s
truck down tl'is FCC

expansion of the "Zapple" doctrine because it giv
es tbe President's
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ITartv double expesur on the irnues. Tr tr'' future, Democrats
will be allc_ to obtain fre. c.. ttre, to rerorrl tn Presidential
speocYcs and press conferencos, ar well as nirilnr arTearances
Ly Administration spokesmc,n. Me court also krplie6 that the
networYs could not limit ir arv manncr isnues to bc covered
in this "response' time 1-v the opposition spoIerver.

This latest court decision will also ;!qte virtually t,ort!7-
less the small Fairness Doctrine train ?NC achleve4 in a series
of "rolitical 1:roadcast" cases whie,. the FCC decide,d Aucust.
In thie series of caves, the ree refuspd rrc,2 reguczt for roterl-
time to respond to ttree Pmeidertial appearances LuICIer the "Zanr,lc"
doctriPc. It cic,'cline0. to extcne. that eootrire tc Presieential
Ippearances and prer4mt,..ttions of other puLlic officials. It also
held that the Fairness Doctrine EA.(1 been satinfine, line° t!Ie
nctworks had adequately covf!red views contrasting with those of
the President. The Auqust 197(1 firant of tire to rm.: was distin-
guished on the cTround tl,at there the President's arrearanoes
dealt only witl: tLe Vietnari war, 1:1%ilc. the 1q71 aproarances ranged
over a variety of issues. DMC hag appealed this ruling and the
court case has not vet 1,een decided. lovevor, if the D.C. Court
of Arpeals decision in thfl PNC case is fellowe0, reversal of tl'ese
favorable 7CC rulin747 ir; certain.

To•

au-ni up7 It.‘ the national levc,l, tLe ReruLli

III
not benefited fror apnlication of te Fairness Toct 
suffered from it al:plicntion on severa/ occasiona.
benefit derivcd fro: t!le FCC's compronic,:, 17nproach 

treincy off te "Loyal (7,rrosition" rerien forn 
to the Prvnieertic five Vietnart. Ircadcast statctlent 
wiped out by susecTuent court (:!ecisions. Then- i!; 
the Painless Doctrine is,5 aenPrally eetrirntal to t 
rover and to tbe party with tYr.- money.
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POLIT/CAL USE C PPOP0SYV

(I) The eff,activ deterrent to slantoca neves covcratm
i4a9 proven to 1)e. ruLlic awarnness ancl criticism. Criticism Iv
political officials ir 'power is hlurtee, am:, perhaps renderce
counter-rrozr:uctivo, alleqationF that it iv an att,:vmpt to
intimidate rToverpment-regulatnd neeia. Thrse allnctations
can be shovn tc be grounOless if the Administration itself-14hile
a2sertinc its right to criticize news lias--actively urges /eon
governrent regulation and control, especially over prograrr content.
The attacRs of thc Vico PresidPnt and Lol. noln car be more direct
and effective t!-an ever, ane. other Aeminintration officials
evsn get away ritl. softer criticinm on specific issuex. Ve are
on the siOe of private enterrrine, free and robtlst rrrss, and
responsthle lournalirm--not a 1)ad posture.

(2) rrcadcaster good will arising fror POrinistration surport
of ti-esc proponals hovefully, ir ane of itsolf, get us rorc
favoral-le treatment in the '72 campaign, as wc,11 as more money.

(3) We can maYr clear that thc price of gro7ater bronOcaster
freedom is greater broadcaster renronsibility. In exchange for
active Administration efforts to tmplerent the oTr proposaln, we
sLoula qc:t local stations to exercise more supervision and control
over the lalance of their affairn coverage. Ue might urgo
the network affiliates to establish a "Carnittee on Nmtvork
News Palance." This you'd rut !oth heat and the public eye
on the network revs organizations in a l!av that pressure on
network corporate headquarters never can. At best it right lea0
to some local control over wllat the netor%-s offer. Cle very
least, it would destroy the 3olie front 1-+Isch. tr.,e ineustry now
prevents against any and all criticis% of brcaeoast iournalisp.
But we must realize that the broadcasters need inridence of 7Alminiq-
tration nupport for their problems if they arc goincl to help
us.

(4) lie might use the sarrm arguL:ont--that greater frr,odon
requires greater responsibility—with the networ/t:s tLemselves.
Network manageraent has increasingly treate0 their nen an(71
affairs staff as a privilegr,d class, sulject tc virtually no
06:4ner control. This lack of accountability is the source of
many of our clifficultics. Tie- can rtake it cler to the netAyorY
that if they want Administration nupport for the OTP proposals,
they must assum corporate rreponsit,ility for the fairnens of
their news departnz,nts.

(5) We can use our support of the prorcsalr; to get hroa6caster
support in other areas--for example, th Administration position
on long-range cable TV devnloprcnt.

(C) Th%-: elanqcn OTP proposes cannot tx. enacted into law this
year. Until they aro, should encourage private rairresn
Doctrine cmplaints--to emtarraes the net/r:orl:s Olen their nm-=s
coverage is biased, to keep Denocratic spoenen "honest, and
to demonstrate the unvorkatility of the prevent system.



rrrEcT ON nEPUPLICAr IrTEFEETF.

OTP proposeel its neTJ policipr becaus(1 erforcent of
i-oaCtcasters' "fairno.sr:' olJicration has cottc.n corrletely
out of hane in ri7.‘cent years. rssentially, the FCC itgelf
!las lost ccrltrol of the, enforcenent proceOurPs, whicll are
nS w eictatnd by the D.C. Court of Arpeals in response to
appeal6 taken by activist political and social_arours.
This procc..ns is veil on tl7e way to destroyina the baFiic
premise of our free broadcastino system—which Is establish-
ment of prirary resronsthility and broad discretion in the
hands of the indivieual IroarIcar.ter.*/ /t has already led
to rulings T7.! the Court of Appcals which require broaacAsters
to provide free tir.e to grouns opposincr tho sale of aj!vertise
products, and fr;?.e tiPe to Diecrats wishing to respond to
nonpartisan appearances of the PresIdont and his spoesmen.

eliminating case-by-case enferceent of the fairnesn obliga-
tion, the OTP prorosals will dotr further erosion of broad-
caster discretion, and eirinish day-to-Oay yovernrent involvirinent
in. th content of the Iroadcant prograns (which inf.!vitahly
vorl;!7; with a 1Theral bent).

The oTr prolosalr ark, nrt only sound public pollen', 1-ut
they lonefit our political philosophy and Republican interests.
7:,(% Fairness Doctrine her 1-,een used nost successfully by tte
1-:ew Lo!ft anC rO.ate(1 groups. It inevitatly favorn then° vie-
cxtrone and porulirt TAthout thr- Fairness roctrine,
thc.: traditional main-strc.ar vie4e o?' a particular issue would
still receive substartial cove,racTe in tIle snr. total of Tv
prograns: hut tlIc fnr-out position might not. Ti'e rairrcss
Doctrine aeruren that extrcrx., vlev/s rr.,ceive not morelNr emu4tai-le
covera(Te, IYut in fact PUC/1 nore attention on tLe airwaves than
they arc' given in the f;ocietv at lame. It is therefore
Leneficial to ocnservativcs and I-J.oc-ivrates to ir-rose upon t.!•e
l'roadcaster only tl'e recuirenent that he ex-nnnstrato roo(r.
efforts to present cortrasting viewrcintr en ar clfr-rA/1

OTP proposals will rarticularly lenefit PeT)uLlican
interests in tl-c, folloving ways?

(1) The courts ane tl,e FCC havP recently l'eld that 1-roaci-
canters must, under the rairness Doctrine, rrnvide frec time

*,/ Eased ar it is uron rrinciples of indivieual freedon ane
easy:errien of governr-.ent power, this preriso has the continu-
in suprort of the ReruMican Party. For exspnle, the rational
Comyittee oproqc0 Senate Joint Pesolution 2nn, introduced Yy
Serator woule r,-!euiret! all 1-ro.Idcast
stzltions to provide a 'reasonable arount of oullic service tire'
four times yearly to r.enatorr. rtnd ?erresentatives) on tLe ground
that it N -ould destroy tile "free press" (lincretion ef 3.roadcast
licensees. Senator 1-4.4Ae also rtatee tl-at the Pesolution "woule
Le a step towar0 removinc the discretion and trust the American
systcm has placed in froe, comreArkial 1-7-T,adcasting."
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for refutation of controversial positionq presentee. in pair!
aeNertising. Those, pcsitiors arc generally rut forward in
'institutional' ads 1.hich ral-e; suc$1 roints as etc need for
rore oil, the care. which companies exorcise in ouarding
against 7,c)lution, the nned for new hirl,wavs, nr ever t!'n
desiralility of the autonobilc. An matters now stand, all
oucl. ads givn environrental groups tl,e right to exr,an0 free
timc for reply. Purtherrore, the cotlrts have hg,ld that
ordinary product aelvertisin,! can raise controvnrsial issues
ineirc?ctly (e.q., zt( for bigh octane gar.oline rises rollution
issue), ,,Jhicf771.1so calls for free rflsvonse tie from grounn
wit'r contrastirr- Mcs rc%cent rTc proposals to tl-e 7CC
for "courtnr-aevcrtisinc" slow what ear 1-;tr.pcin vhen this
arTroaeh to "fairness' if; accented.

II
Ureer OTP proposal, arlvertirinc time wculd bp

entiroly inr:ulated fror tYe fairness in ordcr to
give rrotcction for the "other side" of sue!. issues, advertising
tiroe would havc to 1-c to all Ole desire it. This recuire-
ment, Icwever, has already beer offectivelv imroned 1-y a reccrt
court decision, and will in anv event not be aR u9eful to

grours as the existing cnforcnnent meeaniam reouirirc;
a free rehuttal. Tr short, the OTP rronosal will enable the
private sector to nresent its views ane itn products to the
puLlic without nimultanrously stersiclizing rebuttals from
opponents. This will further Pepu'lican political
on mont points.

(2) t1*o OTP prorosals alcre vill nnt undo tl,e
recent court ilncisior that the ohliriation of fairness rceuires
Democratic response. timP to aderess—,v 1-7 Use President ane his
spoket;ren, it will at least avoid enforcenent of tl‘im obliea-
tion or a tit-for-tat, case-bv-casc baris. Such enforccrent,
vhicl-, could require timi-4 for Democrats each time the Prrnident
S r an Adrinistration official arrears, woule preclictal•lv cause
the retwor).s to reduc6 substantially thnir cove-raqe of the
Pdninistration, Undcr OTP proposal, on tFe otbrr brim', it
will suffice if the 1-roadcarter affords orposttion nvocesr()”,
on an overall 1,asis, as mucl- a9 Peruhlicans--ineludincl
Rerublicars fireaYinq in thir official capacit-i as remherz nf
the PdminiHtration. The grc>ater leeway anel reel-, for broad-
caster discretion %:ould minimize tho advnrse erfect of the neie
court decision.

(3) The OTP proposals for chanqen in broadcast regula-
tion haw: received widespread support frov virtuallv all
seginents of the broadcasting inclustry, including the networl'f;.
They have earred nustantial xmounts of good will for the
Administratior at a title O'ion we were! be,;(7innir47 to feel irdurtry
backlash hecauso of "anti-broadcast" actions taken hy a Tzepul-lican
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FCC. The Administration ar(7 the R_Nr cnn capitalizr,_ on this
good will, and can use their continuee rupport of these pro-
posals, to encourage hot h norr contributions and ;Tore
objective nElls ceverarie froL.: Lroadcastere.

(4) As unfortunate as recent court decisions in the
field have been, they may get evPm vlorse. unless the vehicle
which brings then forth---to present case-hy-casc! method
of enforcing fairness--is eliminated. It is obvious that
court decisionr in thin fie/A are consintc.ntly contrary to
RepuLlican interests, nnd it is therefore denira'Ac to remove
as much of the power as possiLle from the courts and return
it to the discretion of the private broadcast licensees. It
is unlikely that the courts will allow this short of leqinla-
tion. The OTP proposal achieves this.

The foregoing henvfitc can be achieved without the loss
of any genuinely effective weapon. First, it is alrost
imposniY1c for us to use tLt- rairness Doctrine to corp/ Any
network coverage of the Adninistration roirt of view. In
orec!r to do so, we would have to prove that the Administration
was denied a reasonable opportunity to present itn position
on a particular issue; but network news almost alvays furnishes
this required ninimum. second, for all lt enesses in
methodology, Edith rfron's "Nevs Titers' boo', gives clear
indication that network coveracTe doer its arenter-!t damage to
our interests in the "cornertarv" rerarks of network reporters,
and not in the statcnts of ,-erftonc! covered in the news. This
subtle and not-no-subtlo nevs slantirc is not reachable under
the Fairness l‘octrinfl. The FCC will take action only when
there is extrinsic evicloncP of cress risconOuct -i.e., evidence
other than the mere con tent of the progran itself. Fuch
evidence (e.g,., proof that a news event was mstar-od") airiest
never exists.



1. "The Fairness Doctrine is necessary to protect the

President's rights to use TV."

No President has, on any occasion, ever made use

of the Fairness Doctrine to obtain television time, in the

sense of winning a formal, legal victory before the FCC or

the courts. The reason is obvious: it is never possible

to make a credible case that the Chief Executive's viewpoint

has not been given reasonable exposure.

Since the Fairness Doctrine is not legally useable

for this purpose, the threat of its use is similarly

ineffective. To the extent that the networks listen to the

President's complaints, and request: for time, their compli-

ance is obviously attributable to something else. To be

sure, the existence of a public obligation to provide

"reasonable balance" enables the President to make his

demands gracefully, so that they do not appear as mere

manifestations of power. But that obligation will continue

undiminished under our proposal.

2. "The Fairness Doctrine is our only check against

the networks."

It is true that §315 and the Fairness Doctrine are

among the few broadcaster obligations enforced directly against

the networks. This has been largely a matter of convenience
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for the FCC, since case-by-case enforcement is very difficult

to do station by station. But if enforcement were performed,

generally speaking, on a license-renewal basis, the networks

would be affected just as directly as the individual stations--

in fact, perhaps more directly, since a third of their

res4eW Li: 0
affiliates will be up for r.ama4;a1 every year so that their

programming will be constantly under the gun.

Contrary to what Mr. Colson suggests, I thought

it was commonly agreed that the only way really to control

the networks is to do it through the affiliates. Nothing

would enhance that ability more than our proposal.





We have no quarrel with the access statement. Statement of

Fairness Doctrine as administrative policy would be very bad

catastrophe. We see nothing wrong with the Fairness Doctrine

statement on merits become patchwork quilt. An essential

point is that this has succeeded in protecting the President's

rights to use TV

This is about the only check we have on the networks. If we

do not have this club to wield, God help us.

The Fairness Doctrine has been the basis on which insists on

blance of network presentation. The problem is not with

individual statement but with networks which have such enormous

power. Statement will have very great impact on FCC.

Availing ourselves of protection of Fairness Doctrine which

the Democratic networks would like to get rid of  later

privately announcing opposition to it. Statement limits the life

expectancy from that point forward by dependence on networks.
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OFNCE.OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS POLICY

EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20504

January 31, 1972
DIRECTOR

MEMORANDUM FOR -

Mr. Colson
Mr. Ehrlichman

Mr. Flanigan
Mr. Haldeman

As you know, I am scheduled to appear before the Ervin subcommittee

Wednesday, February 2. I have been asked to testify on the First

Amendment implications of cable television and public broadcasting.

However, earlier sessions of the hearings have dealt extensively with

the Fairness Doctrine and the more general question of access to the

broadcast media, and it is probable that there will be questions on

these issues. At a minimum, I must discuss the policy considerations

surrounding those issues, and there is no graceful way to avoid com-

menting on my own proposals made last fall. It would be much better

to make an affirmative statement of the Administration's position than

to waffle. Our image of evasiveness in these highly visible hearings

has already given credence to charges of underhanded media

intimidation.

I propose, therefore, if there is no objection, to reply to questions with

a statement of the Administration's position as shown. at Tab A. This

is a fairly general and but positive, position that does not

commit us to any specific legislative or regulatory action. It does not

give us a basis for opposing CPB's involvement in public affairs and for

opposing the FTC "counter-advertising" proposals which are derived

from the Fairness Doctrine.

After much public and pri7ate discussion and reaction, J. am more

convinced than ever that the more detailed OTP proposals in this area

are not only good policy, consistent with. our philosophy, but also are

good positions politically. We should not press them actively this year,

but I do believe we should continue to affirm them in broad form.

Properly used, they can thc Administration from z; lot of
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criticism, encourage local broadcaster assistance on the network
news problem, and provide a "high-road" cover for our efforts to
focus more attention on press objectivity. Because these matters
are so important, I think you should understand better what we have
proposed and its relationship to our political-strategy. I therefore
attach at Tab B a series of short memoranda on the proposals, their
background, and their political use. _

I would appreciate a reaction to Tab A by Tuesday and to Tab B
when you have had a chance to review it.

Clay T Whitehead

Attachments

cc: Mr. MacGregor
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SUBSTANCE OF PROPOSED POSITION

Fairness Doctrine •

The broadcaster obviously has an obligation of fairness in the presentation
of controversial issues. The problem is how Government, with its
licensing responsibility, should enforce this obligation of fairness without
excessive intervention in the private enterprise system of broadcasting
and without damage to the open exchange_of ideas so central to our
concept of democracy and freedom.

The Administration believes that the current enforcement procedures
embodied in the so-called "Fairness Doctrine" in the early 1960's, have
proven unworkable and excessively vague and confusing. Although the
FCC's rules may have been sound enough in principle, their function
has been distorted by the courts, which have repeatedly used the Fairness
Doctrine to accommodate the demands of individuals and groups for
access to the broadcasting media--a purpose for which it was never
intended or designed.

Since the obligation of fairness arises from the license process, it
should be enforced in that context. We should move towards a return
to the FCC's pre-1960 procedures, whereby the Commission would
inquire at the end of a licensee's term whether he has, on an overall
basis, been fair and responsible; during the license term, only flagrant
abuses would justify intervention by the Government to require that a
particular position be presented. It is our hope that the FCC's own
inquiry into the Fairness Doctrine problems will cause such necessary
changes to be made by the Commission itself.

Access

Our private enterprise broadcasting system, with its dual emphasis
on license freedom_and licensee responsibility, has as its foundation
the licensee's discretion in programming. However, now that television
has become so pervasive and important in the commercial and political
life of our country, there is growing pressure for a mechanism whereby
individuals or groups who do not own a station can be assured the ability
to express their point of view. The Administration recognizes the
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desirability of such a mechanism. We believe, however, that this should

be based on the right of individuals or groups to buy time on a non-
discriminatory basis, rather than on the judicially-derived extensions
of the Fairness Doctrine that are now being used to impose special interest
messages on the viewing public without requiring those who- use the time
to pay for it.
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CURRENT FAIRNESS PROVISIONS
APPLICABLE TO POLITICAL PRESENTATIONS

Access to the broadcast media for political presentations
is governed by four major regulatory provisions:

(1) Section 315 of the Communications Act--The so-called
"equal time" provision, which applies only td—broadcast appear-
ances of candidates themselves during election campaigns,
requires all opposing candidates to be afforded equal time for
personal appearances. There is no obligation to give free
time if the first candidate paid for his time.

(2) Editorial endorsement rule--Under FCC rules, when a
station editorially endorses (or opposed) a candidate, the
opponent of the endorsed candidate (or the (*posed candidate)
is entitled to respond, personally or through spokesmen.

(3) The "Zapple" or "Quasi-equal opportunities" doctrine--
This doctrine, developed in FCC rulings, extends the provisions
of Section 315 to persons other than the candidates themselves.
It provides "equal time" during campaigns for appearances of
supporters and spokesmen of opposing candidates. (As with
Section 315, there is no obligation to give free time to the
opposing spokesmen if the first spokesman paid for his time.)

(4) The Fairness Doctrine--The FCC's general, uncodified
Fairness Doctrine applies to all broadcasts dealing with
controversial issues--including political broadcasts which
are not covered by the above three provisions. Positions taken
by the President and party snokesmen must be "balanced" by
appearances of spokesmen for contrasting viewpoints, often
opposing party spokesmen. Paid time must be balanced in paid 
or free time. That is, if a Republican spokesman makes a
paid appearance, a Democratic spokesman can request free time
to respond.



PRIOR POLITICAL USE OF THE FAIRNESS DOCTRINE

Prior to the 1964 campaign, the FCC rejected the Republican
National Committee's request that Senator Goldwater be given
"equal time" to respond to a Presidential radio-TV address. It
acknowledged, in principle, that the Fairness Doctrine applied
to the aadress, but said that Senator Goldwater's "contrasting"
views had been covered adequately in network news and interview
shows. In August 1970,-the Democratic National Committee and
-Senators Hughes, McGovern, Hatfield, Goodell, Cranston, Bayh,
Church, Eagleton, Gravel, Harris, Hart, Kennedy, Metcalf and
Nelson, made good on the principle established by RNC and obtained
free network time to "respond" to five Presidential addresses deal-
ing with Vietnam. In order to restore the "balance" of coverage
on the Vietnam issue, the FCC dictated the format of the response
and required the networks to give uninterruPted blocks of time to
DNC, since the President had stated his views in-unint&rrupted
segments.

In the same series of cases, DNC also obtained a declaratory
ruling in which the FCC departed from its previous position that
station time need not be sold to particular groups. The FCC held
that the "public interest" required licensees to sell time to
political parties so that they could solicit contributions. Sub-
sequent court decisions have broadened this "right" to include
purchases of time for reasons other than fund solicitations.

While the Democrats eventually achieved all of their objec-
tives in the August 1970 cases, we fared very poorly and ultimately
lost what it first appeared we had gained. The FCC rejected the
complaint against NBC of Senators Dole, Goldwater, Hansen, Gurney,
Fannin, Curtis, Griffin, Smith, Allott, Dominick, and Thurmond.
The Senators had requested free time to respond to a 30-minute
sponsored program which featured Senators in favor of the "Amend-
ment to End the War." The Commission held that NBC's refusal
was reasonable because the network had provided dequate time
to the Administration viewpoint on the war.

RNC seemed to do better than the 11 Republican Senators when
it got the FCC to require CBS to provide time for response to
Larry O'Brien's July 7, 1970, program on behalf of DNC. CBS had

given DNC this time as part of its "Loyal Opposition" series, so
that the Democrats could respond to the President's Vietnam
speeches; the network had placed no restrictions on DNC's use of

the time, and O'Brien used it to make a partisan attack on the
President and the Republican Party in general. In response to

the protests of RNC, the FCC established a principle which would

have expanded the "Zapple" doctrine and required "equal" time for

one party to respond to another party which had been given "response"
time with no specification of the issues to be covered. On
November 15, 1971, the D.C. Court of Appeals struck down this FCC

expansion of the "Zapple" doctrine because it: gives the President's
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party double exposure on the issues. In the future, Democrats
will be able to obtain free time, to respond to Presidential
speeches and press conferences, as well as similar appearances
by Administration spokesmen. The court also implied that the
networks could not limit in any manner the issues to be covered
in this "response" time by the opposition spokesmen.

This latest court decision will also make virtually worth-
less the small Fairness Doctrine gain RNC achieved in a series
of "political broadcast" cases- which the FCC decided last August.
In this series of cases, the FCC refused DNC's request for network
time to respond to three Presidential appearances under the "Zaoplen
doctrine. It declined to_extend that--doctrine to Presidential
appearances and presentations of other public officials. It also
held that the Fairness Doctrine had been satisfied, since the
networks had adequately covered views contrasting with those of
the President. The August 1970 grant of time to DNC was distin-
guished on the ground that there the President's appearances
dealt only with the Vietnam war, while the 1971 appearances ranged
over a variety of issues. DNC has appealed this ruling and the
court case has not yet been decided. However, if the D.C. Court
of Appeals decision in the RNC case is followed, reversal of these
favorable FCC rulings is certain.

To sum up: At the national level, the Republican Party has
not benefited from application of the Fairness Doctrine, and has
suffered from its application on several occasions. The small
benefit derived from the FCC's compromise approach in August of
1970, trading off the "Loyal Opposition" series for response time
to the President's five Vietnam broadcast statements, has been
wiped out by subsequent court decisions. There is no doubt that
the Fairness Doctrine is generally detrimental to the party in
power and to the party with the money.
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POLITICAL USE OF NEW PROPOSALS

(1) The most effective-deterrent to slanted news coverage
has proven to be public awareness and criticism. Criticism by
political officials in power is blunted, and perhaps rendered
counter-productive, by allegations that it is an attempt to
intimidate the government-regulated media. These allegations
can be sHown to be groundless if the Administration itself--while
asserting its right to criticize news bias--actively urges less
government regulation and control, especially over program content.
The attacks of the Vice President and Bob Dole can be more direct
and effective than ever, and other Administration officials might
even get away with softer criticism on specific issues. We are
on the side of private enterprise, free and robust press, and
responsible journalism--not a bad posture.

(2) Broadcaster good will arising from Administrationsupport
of these proposals will hopefully, in and of its61f, get us more
favorable treatment in the '72 campaign, as well as more money.

(3) We can make clear that the price of greater broadcaster
freedom is greater broadcaster responsibility. In exchange for
active Administration efforts to implement the OTP proposals, we
should get local stations to exercise more supervision and control
over the balance of their public affairs coverage. We might urge
the network affiliates to establish a "Committee on Network
News Balance." This would put both heat and the public eye
on the network news organizations in a way that pressure on the
network corporate headquarters never can. At best it might lead
to some local control over what the networks offer. At the very
least, it would destroy the solid front which the industry now
presents against any and all criticism of broadcast journalism.
But we must realize that the, broadcasters need evidence of Adminis-
tration support for their problems if they are going to help
us.

(4) We might use the same argument--that greater freedom
requires greater responsibility--with the networks themselves.
Network management has increasingly treated their news and public
affairs staff as a privileged class, subject to virtually no
owner control. This lack of accountability is the source of
many of our difficulties. We can make it clear to the networks
that if they want Administration support for the OTP proposals,
they must assume corporate responsibility for the fairness of
their news departments.

(5) We can use our support of the proposals to get broadcaster
support in other areas--for example, the Administration position
on long-range cable TV development.

(6) The changes OTP proposes cannot be enacted into law this
year. Until they are, we should encourage private Fairness
Doctrine complaints--to embarrass the networks when their news
coverage is biased, to keep Democratic spokesmen "honest," and
to demonstrate the unworkability of the present system.



EFFECT ON REPUBLICAN INTERESTS

OTP proposed its new policies because enforcement of
broadcasters' "fairness" obligation has gotten completely
out of hand in recent years. Essentially, the FCC itself
has lost control of the enforcement procedures, which are
now dictated by the D.C. Court of Appeals in response to.
appeals taken by activist political and social groups.
This process is well on the way to destkoying the basic
premise of our free broadcasting system--which is establish-
ment of primary responsibility and broad discretion in the
hands of the individual broadcaster.*/ It has already led
to rulings by the Court of Appeals which require broadcasters
to provide free time tp groups opposing the sale of_advertised
products, and free time to Democrats wishing to respond to
nonpartisan appearances of the President and his spokesmen.
By eliminating case-by-case enforcement of the fairness obliga-
tion, the OTP proposals will deter further erosion of broad-
caster discretion, and diminish day-to-day government involvement
in the content of the broadcast programs (which inevitably
works with a liberal bent).

The OTP proposals are not only sound public policy, but
they benefit our political philosophy and Republican interests.
The Fairness Doctrine has been used most successfully by the
New Left and related groups. It inevitably favors those with
extreme and populist views. Without the Fairness Doctrine,
the traditional main-stream view on a particular issue would
still receive substantial coverage in the sum total of TV
programs; but the far-out position might not. The Fairness
Doctrine assures that extreme views receive not merely ecTuitable
coverage, but in fact much more attention on the airwaves than
they are given in the society at large. It is therefore
beneficial to conservatives and moderates to impose upon the
broadcaster only the requirement that he demonstrate good faith
efforts to present contrasting viewpoints on an overall basis.

The OTP proposals will particularly benefit Republican
interests in the following ways:

(1) The courts and the FCC have recently held that broad-
casters must, under the Fairness Doctrine, provide free time

*/ Based as it is upon principles of individual freedom and
dispersion of government power, this premise has had the continu-
ing support of the Republican Party. For example, the National
Committee opposed Senate Joint Resolution 209, introduced by
Senator Fulbright, (which would have required all broadcast
stations to provide a "reasonable amount of public service
foul: times yearly to Senators and Renresentatives) on th_
that it would destroy the "free press" discretion of broadcast
licensees. Senator Dole also stated that the Resolution "would
be a step toward removing the discretion and trust the American
system has placed in free, commercial broadcasting."
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for refutation of controversial positions presented in paid
advertising. These positions are generally put forward in
"institutional" ads which make such points as the need for
more oil, the care which companies exercise in guarding
against pollution, the need for new highways, or even the
desirability of the automobile. As matters now stand, all
such ads give environmental groups the right to demand free
time for reply. Furthermore, the courts have held that
ordinary product advertising can raise controversial issues
indirectly (e.g., ad for high octane gasoline raises pollution
issue), which also calls for free response time from groups
with contrasting views. The recent FTC proposals to the FCC
for "counter-advertising" show what can-happen when this
approach to "fairness" is accepted.

Under the OTP proposal, advertising time would be
entirely insulated from the fairness obligation. In order to
give protection for the "other side" of such issues, advertising
time would have to be sold to all who desire it. This require-
ment, however, has already been effectively imposed by a recent
court decision, and will in any event not be as useful to
activist groups as the existing enforcement mechanism requiring
a free rebuttal. In short, the OTP proposal will enable the
private sector to present its views and its products to the
public without simultaneously subsidizing rebuttals from
opponents. This will further Republican political positions
on most points.

(2) While the OTP proposals alone will not undo the
recent court decision that the obligation of fairness requires
Democratic response time to addresses by the President and his
spokesmen, it will at least avoid enforcement of this obliga-
tion on a tit-for-tat, case-by-case basis. Such enforcement,
which could require time for Democrats each time the President
or an Administration official appears, would predictably cause
the networks to reduce substantially their coverage of the
Administration. Under the OTP proposal, on the other hand, it
will suffice if the broadcaster affords opposition spokesmen,
on an overall basis, as much time as Republicans--including
Republicans speaking in their official capacity as members of
the Administration. The greater leeway and room for broad-
cast6t -discretidn would minimize the adverse effect of the new
court decision.

(3) The OTP proposals for changes in broadcast regula-
tion have received widespread support from virtually all
segments of the broadcasting industry, including the networks.
They have earned substantial amounts of good will for the
Administration at a t±n when we wore beginning to feel inalstry
backlash because of "anti-broadcast" actions taken by a Republican
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FCC. The Administration and the RNC can capitalize on this
good will, and can use their continued support of these pro-
posals, to encourage both more contributions and more
objective news coverage from broadcasters.

(4) As unfortunate as recent court decisions in the
field have been, they may get even worse unless the vehicle
which brings them forth--the present case-by-case method
of enforcing fairness--is eliminated. It is obvious that
court decisions in this field -are consistently contrary to
Republican interests, and it is therefore desirable to remove
as much of the power as possible from the courts and return
it to the discretion of the private broadcast licensees. It
is unlikely that the courts will allow this short of legisla-
tion. The OTP proposal achieves this.

The foregoing benefits can be achieved without the loss
of any genuinely effective weapon. First, it is almost
impossible for us to use the Fairness Doctrine to compel any
network coverage of the Administration point of view. In
order to do so, we would have to prove that the Administration
was denied a reasonable opportunity to present its position
on a particular issue; but network news almost always furnishes
this required minimum. Second, for all its weaknesses in
methodology, Edith Efron's "News Twisters" book gives clear
indication that network coverage does its greatest damage to
our interests in the "commentary" remarks of network reporters,
and not in the statements of persons covered in the news. This
subtle and not-so-subtle news 1_,anting is not reachable under
the Fairness Doctrine. The FCC will take action only when
there is extrinsic evidence of gross misconduct--i.e., evidence
other than the mere content of the program itself. Such
evidence (e.g., proof that a news event was "staged") almost
never exists.



July 9, 1971

MEMORANDUM FOR: H. R. I-TALDEMAN

FROM: CHARLES COLSON

SUBJECT: Public TV

Peter Flanigan, Al Snyder, Tom Whitehead and I met today
to discuss our future strategy with respect to public TV. For

your information we agreed on four essential points:

1. Funds for the Corporation for Public Broadcasting should
be cut significantly on the theory that it need no longer give
extensive support to local stations and instructional pro-
gramming thanks to direct Federal Assistance. Funds to
these outlets would be increased to bolster local programming,
thereby making stations less dependent on the network product.

In addition, new legislation would require the Public Broad-
casting Service to sell programs to local stations, which
currently receive them free of charge. This would put the
screws on PBS to provide programming acceptable to grass-

roots stations, which generally are more conservative in

outlook. Local stations, therefore, would have a stronger

voice as to what comes down the network line. The net result

would still be an increase in overall Federal support for public

broadcasting. This will be a plus for us on the Hill where

there is bi-partisan support for educational TV, and among
segments of the public which consider PTV a sacred cow.

2. Remove Macy as head of CPB, and cut funding of NET,
the largest of the production centers, to near zero. Flanigan
will meet with Cole and Rather of CPB to sell them on this, in
exchange for Administration support of the new bill.
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the Public Broadcasting Service. Macy hired the President

of PBS, Hartford Gunn. Gunn and his peneral Manager,

who is Friendly's prot4a from The Ford Foundation, should

be replaced with professionals who reflect our. thinking. PBS

is the distributor of network programs, and has overall author-

ity as to what goes out to local stations.

4. As funding for NET is cut, money should be directed
to another production center that would be created to reflect

objectively on subjects relating to the Administration. This
would replace NET as a major producer and would create an
important alternate source of network programming. The other

major production centers in Boston, Los .Angeles, San Francisco
and Pittsburgh are equally as biased as NET. New PBS manage-
ment would help remedy this, and a new program source would

be a major factor in the overall network product.



Nixon Transition

1968-1969

(CTW had been asked to head of the Humphrey campaign's

financial operations, but he refused because he was a Republican.

After that he offered himself to do this job to the Nixon campaign. he

was working on budget. He, Alan Greenspan, John Deutch, and Jim

Woolsey spent all of their days after the campaign and prior to the

Inauguration in an attic on Jackson Square doing policy planning.
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November 19, 1968

Memo: Budget Analysis Opportunities

To: Bob Haldeman

From: Tom Whitehead

There are opportunities for budget analysis that we

should take advantage of as soon as possible. A low-level

effort now of the right kind would have significant payoffs

in a month or two when strategy for the State of the Union

and Budget Messages must be decided and when new departmental

Secretaries take office.

What should be done now is the preliminary work of:

(1) Pulling together, assessing the quality, and

reconciling the scattered government information on programs

and budget options.

(2) Analyzing this and other information so that

it can be related to the major policy issues likely to be

raised by the new Administration.

It is important to realize that this is not systematically

done in the Budget Bureau or elsewhere. The "Transition

Papers" will be useful primarily as background for the

incoming Administration officials--not for defining issues

or for analyzing decision options.

I have been doing much of this on my own and have

received reports prepared at my suggestion (on a very

personal basis) within the Budget Bureau and the Defense

Department. The need to be so very discreet, however, puts

very real limits on this mode of operation.
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Although there are many other pressing problems

right now, I suggest that I and perhaps one or two others

be authorized official access to the Budget Bureau and the-

Defense Department specifically to extend this preliminary

work. There is enough important information there and

nowhere else that I think such a move is justified at

this time. Some relevant points are:

(1) It is possible in the next few months to

make significant improvements in the kind of information

available to the White House staff and the President for

major program decisions and overall budget strategy; and

to do much of it in time for the State of the Union and

Budget Messages.

(2) This can be done on a staff-to-staff basis

without making it a formal liaison function and gets

useful work started before the Budget Director and

departmental Secretaries are selected and start functioning.

(3) It buys time for those key appointments

and will help us to help them when they are appointed.

(4) It can be done with or without public

announcement, although it seems useful to announce what

is going on without naming who is doing it.

(5) It gets substantive work started and

involves no post-inaugural commitments on positions.

It can be made believably clear that this staff does

not speak for the new Administration on policy, but is

there only to do preliminary staff work.
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(6) It would ease the apprehension in Washington

about why Mr. Nixon is taking so long to begin substantive

contact and help convey a sense of initiative and competence.

(7) The work can be limited to the Budget Bureau

and the Defense Department since the Bureau has good enough

information on all agencies except Defense. I know a number

of officials and can function well (and quietly) in both

places.

(8) These are very busy times in the Executive

Branch, so it is important to get the information and

get the work done with burdens on the agency people and

false starts held to a minimum.

(9) All that appears to be required is certification

through the Frank Lincoln-George Murphy channel that I

am authorized to undertake this project and what the

ground rules are to be. The Budget Bureau is prepared

to talk about everything except major policy decisions

for the Johnson FY70 budget once they are given the O.K.

through that channel.



APPENDIX "B" 
Attendance confirmed
All present

MEETING WITH THE DOISTIC COUNCIL COWIT'I'EE ON PRIVACY
Cabinet Room, White House —
February 26, 1974

President Nixon

Vice President Gerald R. Ford
George P. Shultz, Secretary of the Treasury
William B. Saxbe, Attorney General
Frederick B. Dent, Secretary of Commerce
Peter J. Brennan, Secretary of Labor
Frank C. Carlucci, Under Secretary of HEW
Roy L. Ash, Director of the OMB
Clay T. Whitehead, Director, Office of Telecommunications Policy
Robert E. Hampton, Chairman, Civil Service Commission
Thomas C. Reed, Director of Telecommunications, Command and Control
Systems, Department of Defense

Kenneth R. Cole, Jr., Executive Director of the Domestic Council
Geoffrey C. Shepard, Associate Director of the Domestic Council
Henry Goldberg, General Counsel, Office of Telecommunications Policy
Robert T. Hartmann, Assistant to Vice President Ford
William Casselman, Legal Counsel to Vice President Fbrd
Robert H. Marik, Assistant Secretary of Administration and Management,
OMB
Virginia H. Knauer, Special Assistant to the President for Consumer
Affairs


